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Editor’s View

T

his issue will be a couple of weeks
later than normal due to some
work commitments I had, but
hopefully it won’t be too late. Last issue we highlighted MG 2015 so in this
issue we highlight a few other national
and international events that took
place this summer.
Speaking of the last issue, I wasn’t
very happy with the tone quality so we
have looked into the situation to see
what adjustments needed to be made.
Plus I made a number of editing errors
which I’ll get to later. I guess we’ll see if
this issue turns out better.
The biggest news in this issue is
the first update on MG 2016 in Louisville, Kentucky. It will be the next
All MG Register event and it looks to

Robert Rushing
Editor
The MG Driver
be the best ever. The
MG Council of North America started
hosting these every five year conventions back in 1996 in Indianapolis
where over 1300 MGs showed up.
The next one in 2001 took place in St.
Paul, Minnesota, then MG 2006 in
Gatlinburg, Tennessee, and the most
recent one, MG 2011, in Reno, Nevada.
Since Louisville is centrally located
and has a number of attractions, I fully
expect that we’ll top all of the previous
shows. Make sure to mark vacation on
your calendar now because this will be
one for the history books!

Robert

Becky’s Drive-In, Walnutport, PA. Yes, movie drive-ins do exist Pennsylvania.

On the Covers
MGB by the Mackinac Bridge in Mackinaw City,
Michigan, photo by Kathleen Eardley.

Front:

Back: Hankey, Bonnie’s 1973 MG Midget Chrome from
the MG Car Club Southwest Ohio Centre.
Shown here in all its glory at the MG 2015 showfield.
The MG Driver • November / December 2015
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Chairman’s Chat

A

s the official 2014-15 year of
NAMGBR has come to a close,
I would like to recognize and
thank the volunteer Executive Board,
Coordinators, and Registrars for their
efforts to make NAMGBR the wonderful organization it is. Special recognition goes to Dave Mullen for four
years of service as NAMGBR Treasurer.
The Treasurer’s position takes many
hours of detailed work to keep track of
our finances and balance the books.
Jeff Taylor, Vice Chairman, continues to coordinate local chapter event
insurance; Bruce Wyckoff, Secretary,
manages our membership records,
communicates with our membership,
and plans and organizes the Mutual
Aid Directory.
Thanks to: Robert Rushing and
Charles de Bourbon for another year of
excellence in editing & producing The
MG Driver; Tony and Lynne Burgess for
their coordination of our convention
and AGM; Connie Wyckoff for new
Regalia ideas, representing NAMGBR
at MG 2015 registration, and shipping orders to members; Bob Gloyd
for coordinating Concours Judging;
Simon Dix as Website Coordinator
and for his MG2015 communications
to NAMGBR members; and Richard
Liddick for representing NAMGBR on
the N.A. Council of MG Registers in
the planning for MG2016. Thank you
to each of our Registrars for communicating with their Registers and keeping
the entire membership up to date with
articles in The MG Driver.
By the time you read this, we
will have had our October 24th Annual General Meeting in Louisville,
Kentucky. A summary of the AGM
meeting details, including Reports and
Election results, will be published in
the January/February 2016 issue of The
MG Driver.

Alan Magnuson
Chairman
NAMGBR
•
•
•

•

•
•

NAMGBR highlights for 2014-15:

Membership has grown to almost
2,000 which has helped us financially.
MG 2015 in Niagara Falls, Ontario
was an enjoyable and successful
convention.
Our Sub-Registers, including
MGC and Modern MG, have
active members who are providing articles and pictures for the
magazine.
The MG Driver was recognized
by the MGCC of England for the
great technical information provided and the interesting articles.
Website functionality and
security have been augmented.
Facebook usage has increased.
The Chairmen of the North
American MG Registers, i.e. NAMMMR, NEMGTR, and NAMGAR
are communicating and looking
for ways to build relationships
within our larger MG family.

We will be celebrating the Silver
Jubilee of NAMGBR at MG 2016 in
Louisville, June 13-17. This All MG
Register event is targeted to have
1,000+ MG’s. Event information,
registration, regalia sales, and hotels
should be available on the MG 2016
website the first part of November.
www.mg2016.com
Autumn is the time of year North
American’s celebrate Thanksgiving.
Let us be thankful for our MG friends
and families. I thank you for the opportunity to serve the members of
NAMGBR. Happy Thanksgiving!
Safety Fast!
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Secretary’s Report
Bruce Wyckoff
Secretary
NAMGBR

W

e have added another thirty-six new members to the NAMGBR community since the last issue of The MG Driver. Thank you to all the new and
renewing members.
It’s great having you all as members of the North American MGB Register.

Carl DeAlmeida		
Harry W. Midgley		
John Krause			
Robert Gordon		
Ashlea Darracott		
William Burrows		
David Alderfer			
Joseph Attura			
Bryan Lever & Ruth Kass
Bonnie Hankey			
David Teater			
Jim Bates			
Bill Germer			
Thomas Lemke			
Bert Berry			
Bill Jackameit			
Nancy Walsh			
Todd Van Slyke			
Bill Walton			
Dennis Railing			
Robert Bailey			
Gloria Labadie			
Reg Beckett			
Clyde Miller			
Robert Cain			
Richard Foltz			
Pat Guest			
Ron Payne			
Todd Wells			
David Fishel			
Mark Cross			
Paul Wilkins			
Jeffrey Brenner		
Danny Jones			
Jim Anderson			
Calvin Jackson			

8
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Wanaque,NJ
Edmonton, AB
Mechanicsburg, PA
Salinas , CA
Lake Mary, FL
Mooresville, IN
Schwenksville, PA
Yarmouth, ME
Beachwood, OH
Harveysburg, OH
Spring Lake, MI
Ottawa, ON
Littleton, CO
Westfield, NY
Mississauga, ON
Staunton, VA
Roebuck, SC
Evanston, IL
Charlotte, NC
Calabash, NC
Lynchburg, VA
Lansing, MI
Carstairs, AB
Picayune, MS
Atlanta GA,
Myrtle Beach, SC
Valparaiso, IN
Saint Joseph, IL
Arlington, VA
Indianapolis, IN
Marysville, OH
Gansevoort, NY
Felton, PA
Scottsburg, IN
Marietta, GA
Wilmington, DE

Bruce
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From the Treasurer
North American MGB Register
Profit and Loss
October 1, 2014 - September 21, 2015
Total

			
Income
Dues
Dues - Domestic
Dues - Overseas
Total Dues		

50,840.81
135.00
50,975.81

Regalia Sales
Back Issues - CD
Back Issues - Print
Clothing		
Grille Badge
Misc		
Total Regalia Sales

30.00
135.00
172.25
61.00
150.00
196.14
744.39

Services		
Shipping		

5,915.76
264.42

Sponsorship
Ads - MADirectory
1,055.00
Ads- Driver		
75.00
Total Sponsorship
1,130.00
Unapplied Cash Pmt. Income 7,937.74
$66,968.12
Total Income		
Gross Profit		
$66,968.12

Expenses

Advertising & promotion 2,302.61
British Motor Trade Assoc.
432.45
Total Advert. & promotion 2,735.06
AGM Awards Expenses
Award MG 2015
Bank Credit Card Fees
Bank Service Charges

719.98
76.81
218.38
275.00

Car Shows
Regional Meets
Total Car Shows
Credit Card Fees
Insurance
D & O Insurance
Liability Insurance
Total Insurance		

2,667.00
4,666.00
7,333.00

MGB Driver
Lay-out
Postage-Domestic
Printing
Total MGB Driver

4,858.74
4,740.12
15,779.86
25,378.72

158.50
158.50
273.95

Dave Mullen
Treasurer
NAMGBR
Mutual Aid Directory
Postage - Domestic
929.11
Printing
2,922.97
Total Mutual Aid Directory 3,852.08
Office
Software
Supplies
Total Office
PayPal Fees
Postage and Delivery
Driver - Domestic
Other
Regalia
Secretary
Total Post and Delivery

983.12
174.40
1,244.60
2,436.58
4,838.70

Printing and Reproduction
Membership
113.61
MGB Driver
8,047.66
Misc
14.31
Total Print & Reproduction 8,175.58
Professional Fees
Accounting
Total Professional Fees
Refund
Regalia - Purchases
Clothing
Grille Badges
Total Regalia - Purchases
Taxes Paid
State Taxes Paid
Total Taxes Paid

620.00
620.00
65.00
523.32
532.04
80.00
1,135.36
25.00
25.00

Telephone
Secretary’s Line
1,257.91
Secretary’s Long Distance
230.65
1,488.56
Total Telephone		
Travel
1,246.35
Website Development Expenses 39.50

Total Expenses

Net Operating Income
Net Income		
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271.21
870.76
1,141.97
456.52

$60,254.02
$6,714.10
$6,714.10
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MGB Registrar
Jack Long
MGB Registrar
NAMGBR

Louisville, Kentucky

P

rime driving season is nearing
its end in much of the USA, with
shorter days and cooler temperatures giving fair warning. For many of
us, the next three to six months will be
spent repairing, adjusting, improving
and overhauling our cars to get them
ready for new summer adventures. I
hope that for many of you those new
adventures include plans to attend
MG 2016 in Louisville, Kentucky next
June.
I have the pleasure of traveling to
the Louisville area frequently for business and I can tell you that you will
love it there. Louisville is a picturesque
river city, big enough to offer a lot and
small enough to be a very friendly
place. The local rural roads are great
for driving, there are more attractions
than can possibly be experienced in a
single week, and I cannot wait to see
Louisville overrun with a thousand or

more of Abingdon’s finest products.
As my Kentucky friends say, this
is “the northernmost southern state”
and it offers southern hospitality with
pleasant, moderate weather and lots of
local charm. Local delicacies are also
worthy, including Burgoo, Rolled Oysters, Kentucky Hot Browns, and Derby
Pie (not to mention the Bourbon). If
you want a sneak preview, plan to join
us at the Annual General Meeting at
the Crowne Plaza Louisville Airport
from October 23-25 and experience
a dinner cruise on a genuine paddlewheel riverboat.
The B Register within NAMGBR
continues to grow, with many new additions. We are pleased to see so many
Canadian cars and drivers, thanks to
the outreach efforts from our good
friends from the MG Car Club of Toronto last summer in Niagara Falls.

The MG Driver • November / December 2015
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New entries since my last article include:
Tom Sim, Topeka, KS
Brian Woodhams, Deddington, UK
Grant Legare, Stonington, CT
Mike Oliva, North Weymouth, MA
Norman Michaels, Lee, NH
Basil Fisanik, Nicktown, PA
John Burrows, Mississauga, ON
Rob Adams, Matthews, NC
Clay Lentz, Conway, AR
Michael Seeley, Dunwoody, GA
Joseph Castelli, Pawley’s Island, SC
Paul Lentz, Tustin, CA
Joan Trejo, Marcola, OR
Quinn Johnston, Sacramento CA
Robert Perrone, Virginia Beach, VA
Ronald Breen, Plainwell, MI
Mickey Hartnett, Rapid City SD
Bob Beretta, Dover, AR
John Fraioli, Aurora, CO
Darla Dunn, Dixon, CA
Steve Gartner
Jeff Landry, Salt Lake City, UT
Michael Mullins, Halifax NS
Ken & Sharon Olszewski, Fallston MD
Richard Payne, Clermont, FL
Carl DeAlmeida, Wanaque, NJ
John Krause, Mechanicsburg, PA
Alan Arnett, Birmingham, AL
Mike Evers, Caledonia ON
Harry Midgley, Edmonton, AB
Bill Germer, Littleton, CO
Susan MacDuff, Peterborough, NH
Trevor Marty, Rochester, MN
Thomas Lemke, Westfield, NY
Paul Howard, St. Louis, MO
Jim Inella, Winston Salem, NC
Bill Jackameit, Staunton, VA

1966 MGB
1967 MGB/GT, that has lived in South Africa, Botswana
and the UK, 100,000 mile Register
1970 MGB/GT, 100,000 mile Register
1966 MGB, 100,000 mile Register
1966 MGB, 100,000 mile Register
1972 MGB, 200,000 mile Register, with 320,916 total miles!
1973 MGB, 200,000 mile Register
1974.5 MGB
1973 MGB
1974 MGB
1977 MGB
1967 MGB
1972 MGB
1974.5 MGB in the rare Tundra color
1966 MGB
1967 MGB
1973 MGB
1970 MGB, 200,000 mile Register
1980 MGB V6 conversion
1974 MGB/GT in the rare Bracken color
1977 MGB
1980 MGB
1969 MGB/GT
1973 MGB/GT
1978 MGB
1974 MGB
1967 MGB, Right hand drive British import
1971 MGB/GT in the rare Bedouin color
1973 MGB
1975 MGB
1977 MGB in the rare Sandglow color
1974 MGB
1974 MGB, 200,000 mile Register
1970 MGB daily driver (Hammer & Tongs Register)
1977 MGB
1974 MGB daily driver (Hammer & Tongs Register)
1971 MGB
1978 MGB
1967 MGB/GT

Jack
12
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MGC Registrar
John Rogers
MGC Registrar
NAMGBR

S

horter and cooler days are upon
us and a sure sign of the end of
another summer. It has been a
very busy and rewarding year for the
MGC Registry. Take a look back at the
last two issues of The MG Driver and
you will see MGCs on the covers, as
well as many MGC specific articles inside. We also had a couple of excellent
seminars which we sponsored at MG
2015. Thanks to all those members
for their contributions especially Alan
Vinegar and Dave Braun.
Fall is the time of year for the
Annual General Meeting (AGM) of
NAMGBR. I will be attending this
year’s AGM on October 24 at the
Crown Plaza Louisville Hotel. This is
the host hotel for MG 2016. During the
meeting I’ll be giving my Registrar annual report and an outlined schedule
of specific MGC activities to the planning committee for approval.
MG 2016 Louisville next June will
be an all register event which is held
by the MG Council every five years.

It is the pinnacle event for all MG
fanatics in North America and beyond.
This event should be the one on your
bucket list if you’re a MG enthusiast.
It’s been great to hear from so many
MGC owners who plan to finish their
projects so they can attend MG 2016
with their MGC. The interest and
inquires expressed to attend this event
have been overwhelming. NAMGBR
and the MG Council are planning on a
minimum of 50 MGCs in attendance.
I can’t remember if that many MGCs
have ever gathered together at one
place in North America at the same
time. So, start getting your MGC ready
for the drive to Louisville and MG
2016.
There have been a few new offerings of MGC specific parts from a
couple of our supportive vendors. The
first offering is from Paradise Parts
owned by Ed & Luanne Madak (www.
mgccars.com) with the long awaited
Aluminum Radiators properly fitted
for easy installation are available now.

The MG Driver • November / December 2015
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This is our
Ed reports he
November/
has personally
December
installed this in
2015 issue
his car and it is
of The MG
of the highest
Driver before
standards. They
the holidays
also have the
so I’d like to
electric fans,
wish all of
wiring, and
my fellow
accessories for
NAMGBR
an easy install,
Heater hose nipple.
Aluminum radiator.
members
thus solving
a great
your cooling
Thanksgiving, Merry
system needs.
Christmas, and a Happy
Secondly, Kirks
New Year. Don’t overeat
Auto (www.kirks-auto.
the Turkey Day offercom) has in stock reings, make a large MG
placement water pump
parts list for Christmas,
heater hose nipples
and spend New Year’s
made to exact speciDay working on your
fications as original
MG instead of watching
equipment. Robert has
football.
also made available a
As always, send in
stainless steel exhaust
your ideas, suggestions,
hanger made to original
and what you expect or
specifications. If interwant from your MGC
ested make sure to visit
Register at MGCRegistheir websites and send
them an e-mail.
Stainless steel exhaust hanger. trar@gmail.com.

Jack
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1500 Midget Registrar
Steve Olsen
Midget Registrar
NAMGBR

I

think long distance traveling is one
of the greatest pleasures of owning
any little British sports car. Doing so
in a Midget is more challenging than
in say an MBG/GT, but less so than
in a pre-war MG. I enjoy a challenge
but I prefer to do it at normal highway
speeds so I can actually get someplace
in our huge country. Older MGs, even
the T-Series of the 1950s, were not
designed for sustained speeds in the
60s let alone the 80s. Personally, I find
side curtains and roadster tops that
resemble pup tents to be more hassle
than I want to deal with. So my first
MG turned out to be a 1976 Midget
and I am still driving that car after
more than 25 years. Today, I would
not hesitate to start out on a journey of
several thousand miles in it, but that
was not always the case.
When I first bought the car it
barely made the 20 mile trip home
under its own power. It took a while
before I got it in shape to drive further
than walking distance from home.
After a year, I was brave enough to venture out an hour or so into the countryside or across the city to attend club
meetings or events. Nobody in our

local club even considered driving 100
miles away from home, but then one
member decided he wanted to take his
car to a show in New Orleans and he
invited a few others to join in the fun.
I was flattered to be included. There
is safety in numbers and he planned
to haul his exquisite early MGB on a
trailer behind his pickup truck. If anyone had a serious mechanical problem
they could always drive his B and put
the broken car on his trailer. He even
volunteered to haul extra tools, spare
parts, and luggage for the rest of us.
That safety net provided the courage
for the rest of us to book motel rooms
and register for the show. It turned out
there were few mechanical issues and
none that weren’t quickly resolved.
And we all had a great time!
Based on the success or dumb
luck of that first trip, we soon began
planning trips to car shows in Colorado and other distant places. We also
began to hold club weekend drives that
would cover 500 or more miles. We
used CB radios to keep in close contact
and whenever a car had problems a
crowd of “expert” mechanics soon
gathered around to fix whatever had
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broken.
It was only after several of these
excursions with others that we built
up our knowledge and our courage
to begin traveling alone. Just as the
fastest track athlete started with just
taking baby steps, you have to prepare
before you attempt something strenuous. Your 40 year old car will need
some TLC before you hit the long road.
Local clubs often hold tune-up days
or garage days where club members
will help each other inspect the cars
condition and make minor repairs or
upgrades. I highly recommend you
attend these and learn to enjoy getting greasy with fellow enthusiasts.
These are not intended to be just for
guys. Gals will find that the grease
eventually washes off of their hands.
If you aren’t interested in wrenching (spannering?) on your own car
then get recommendations from club
members and find a mechanic you can
trust and be prepared to spend some
of your hard earned cash. Our cars
require work by specialists who know

16
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and have experience with old British
cars. You should expect to pay for their
expertise. If you needed heart surgery
the local vet’s trainee might be able to
do the job, but personally I would see
a cardiologist even though the price is
higher.
Once your car is prepared it is time
to start taking those baby steps. Take
some longer drives around town, join
club members for a weekend jaunt, ask
experienced travelers if you can join
their caravan to a distant event, and
learn to treat the inevitable mechanical issues as challenges and learning
opportunities. You might be surprised
what you can fix with baling wire, pliers, screw drivers, crescent wrenches,
a Swiss Army knife, a hammer, and
some duct tape. Just in case be sure to
bring a cell phone, auto club membership card, and your credit cards.
And if you spot me on the side of
the road with the bonnet up, at least
honk and wave as you whiz past.

Steve
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Early Midget/Sprite Registrar
Bruce Hamper
Midget Registrar
NAMGBR

Ron Edward’s perfect 1974 MG Midget Mustard with Black interior. This vehicle has
82,000 original miles and retains all original parts including all emissions hardware.

N

o doubt about it, the real fun is
driving these cars! I hope that
you have gotten your Spridgets
out for the season and taking them
on adventures. Many of our members
have listed their cars as ‘under restoration’. Take heart, many of us have
been there. Unless you have lots of
available time, the restoration can be
a multiyear project. Take advantage
of the encouragement and help from
your local clubs and web resources. If
possible, join someone with a running
sports car on a driving event. Nothing
helps get the motivation level up than
a summer ride in the Spridget! And
while you are at it, send us your stories
of car repair and driving adventures.
How about a before and after picture?
I’ll try and include submissions from

our register.
Speaking of submissions, we have
five new members to the Spridget
Register: Ray Graham of Newburgh,
Indiana, has a 1960 Austin-Healey
Sprite that is under restoration. Color
and modification (if any) are unknown. Keep us posted! Ian Macnab
of Ontario, Canada, registered a 1970
MG Midget Mark III. This British Racing Green Midget is mostly original
and in current use. Malcolm McIver
of Sumner, Washington, has a 1970
MG Midget that is under restoration.
His Midget has changed body color a
number of times from green to blue
to a “will be red”. The interior is listed
as black with ‘very little left’. Member
Larry Cordeiro’s 1969 MG Midget
is a PED (Personal Export Car) sold
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through University Motors in London.
Larry is the third owner, but has the
original UK registration tag that was
installed at the factory. His car sports a
duplicate of the tag so that the original
can be safely stored away – smart idea!
The fixed roof was also original and
installed by University Motors.
Ron Edwards registered a fleet of
four Spridgets! A 1960 AH Sprite White
with Black interior; Original color unknown. This is a complete and mostly
original vehicle which runs but has
much bondo and needs body rebuilt.
A 1961 MG Midget Green with Red
Interior. Original color Black Exterior,
unknown interior. This is a complete
and totally rust free vehicle which in in
the process of receiving a new interior
and has a 1275 with ribcase trans but
still has front drum brakes and no
interior door trim panels (except pockets). A 1974 MG Midget Mustard with
Black interior. This vehicle has 82,000
original miles and retains all original
parts including all emissions hardware,
and finally a 1966 AH Sprite Red with
Black Interior. Original color unknown
but suspect it was red as motor compartment and trunk are still red. It still
retains its 1098 engine and trans and is
fitted with MIniLite knock offs.
There’s a unique story associated
with each of these cars. As always,
thanks for the responses to the Spridget
Register. I always look forward to
receiving emails, letters and web
responses. Why not sent a picture or
two of your Spridget during the driving season? I’ll try to include as many
pictures of member’s
cars as possible in The
MG Driver. If you have
not already registered
your Spridget, be sure
to visit the online
registration on the
NAMGBR website
(www.namgbr.org) or
send your information directly to me
at the new register
email: midget-sprite@
namgbr.net

Bruce
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The Hammer & Tongs Register

By Phil Smith – (a.k.a. The Ad Hoc and Perpetual Gord E. Nador
of the NAMGBR Hammer and Tongs Register)

N

early daily I am stopped on the
street as I walk to my job operating a revolving door in a large,
complex edifice, and am asked, “Phil
(or so I’m called), just what is the Hammer and Tongs?” There being no brief
response, especially to those lost souls
who fail to understand driving an old
British Sports Car, I often reply, “La
forza del Destino,”
“Das Unglaublich,” or sometimes simply
“gesundheit!” I
frequently have
a difficult time
knowing whether or not the
enquirant simply
understands, is
confused, or fears
they will be forced
into speaking a
foreign and perhaps
guttural tongue, but
rarely does the conversation continue
after this brief exchange.
It has now
been perhaps 15 years since the
Hammer and Tongs first came into
existence, and a decade since an active paper-based membership roster
has been kept. There have been few
protests, yet there it appears in Driver
after Driver – is the world ready? Prius,
Leaf, Volt, the GoogleCar – the Four
Horsemen of the AntiCar are no longer
social outliers, it is time to Release the
Banshees, and elucidate that burning question – What Is Hammer and
Tongs?
Many years ago, when Glochowskys roamed the earth, populating the Steve club, hundreds and
thousands of MG drivers were at-

tracted to Grand Rapids, Michigan,
by the intense heat and humidity
of August. This annual migration
prompted a local MG deity known as
JohTwisty to suggest a common point
of lodging, find a large field south of
town for a Mass Clustering, and organize a Barbarian Feast complete with
sacrificial lambs and freeflowing adult beverages.
I doubt there were
many virgins
involved, and
much frivolity ensued. A
tradition was
established,
and His Wonder
JohTwisty began
to encourage this
Holy Migration
to celebrate the
sporting Products of
Abingdon. He even
had his son memorize
the Periodic Table, a
feat paralleled by
few.
In those days,
MGs were still
among Daily Drivers, or recently so.
Go to work. Put Gas In. Pay Don Zarko
to keep it running. Put a magic substance provided by the god “Bondo”
over the rusty holes and get out the
Krylon. Some, afraid of the god Bondo
and not desirous of hemorrhoid grinding at 55 mph, used cold chisels and
drills to remove oxidizing metal, and
a strange mix of acetylene and oxygen
to secure fresh steel. Yet they all came
to this gathering, driving their MGs,
enjoying the weather and each other’s
company; Stories and advice, and
stories of advice, were fueled by two
carbon hydroxides in combination
with heat stroke. After mass celebra-
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tions of the August Heat, all got back
into their oxidizing GHNs, GHDs and
GANs, and returned to their caves,
content to wait another year for the
Annual Summer Party.
And then it happened, somebody
not from Chicago thought MGs were
to be restored and shown, not driven.
I would not have believed it possible,
it spoke to existence on a level with
the likes of Dr. Oz, Facebook, and
educated people on Harleys.....how
do these things exist, weren’t they
reserved for Munchian nightmares?
Yet, I personally witnessed this; I had
not yet partaken of intoxicants and
so I am certain this was not a bad trip;
a freshly restored MGB arrived on a
trailer, was carefully taken off, the tire
treads toothbrushed and the machine
– now an automotive artifact rather
than a sporty transport device – was
placed on the Shew Feeled. I was unable to speak for several minutes, until
rescued with beer by Rick Ingram and
probably Tom Metcalf, but even then,
the Age of Innocence had come to a
crashing end. Cheap and Cheerful was
being perverted. Was the end in sight
for gymkhanas, fast drives down stone
roads, doing donuts on an icy parking
lot? No, it can’t be!
Upon regaining consciousness, I
prayed to JohTwisty, asking to organize an event that would demonstrate
that MGs and their drivers were still
dedicated, damn-the-torpedos-fullspeed-ahead creations. Receiving the
blessing of JohTwisty, the University
Motors Endurance Trial was born; in
its first incarnation it was little less
than an out-and-out race around the
perimeter of Lake Michigan, won by
Jim Pesta in The Magnette Valdez at an
average speed pushing 3 digits. It was
roughly in this Era that the NAMGBR
was being birthed; there could be no
question, a Register was needed for
those cars who saw Real Duty and for
their Fearless Owners.
Hammer and Tongs – that definitive authority, The Internet, tells us
that it means “full force, with enthusiasm.” The origins are lost to time, but
20
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undoubtedly the term has something
to do with the basic tool kit needed to
own and operate and 14/28 MG, itself
a car requiring an enthusiastic owner.
The term seemed appropriate, and so
The Hammer and Tongs Register was
created. For those cars whose owners
did not hesitate to use them for their
created purpose; drive, and drive hard.
Commuting, competition, spirited
country drives in all kinds of weather,
etc…
Initially we had a numbering
system; as The Perpetual Ad Hoc
Gord E. Nador, it fell to my MGB/GT,
GHD3L84584, a.k.a The Rat, to carry
HT251. Not
being able to
count higher
than 306, I was
unable to issue
HT307 and
so the formal
Numbering
System ceased,
unlike The
Hammer and
Tongs Spirit. As
the number system fell away, so did
the paper registration. I’m a retrocrank, so it’s not gone the way of iPads
and electrons bouncing around. It is
a Register of Attitude, a supernatural,
ethereal existence.
Since 1989, The Rat has seen
two bare-shell rebuilds, three engine builds, hundreds of thousands
of brisk miles on twisty county and
state routes, interstates, dirt roads,
race tracks, and commuter duty. Now
living in Yankeeland, the density of
inattentive drivers in Greyhoundsized SUVs is sufficient to give one
pause, and besides, my workplace is
not far away, I have no need to drive
to work. The Rat rests in its garage,
seeing spirited weekend drives and
good weekend conversations. We still
regard each other fondly every time I
go to the garage, and The Rat and a TC
that share the garage have come to be
great friends. I sometimes think I hear
them murmering sweet nothings at
night. Does The Rat still embody the
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Hammer and Tongs spirit? Absolutely.
If the Man in the Red Element were
agreeable to letting me take a couple
of months off, I would not hesitate for
a moment to throw some spare fuel
pump points, a cooler of Heady Topper, and a toothbrush in the boot, oil
the carbies, and head out to southwestern Utah for a good long trip in the car.
Gymkhana in a dirt field? Bring it on!
Hill climb? Of course! I’ve built the car
from bits once, I can do it again.
I’m certain I’m not alone in this.
While there are those for whom their
MGB is a precious garage muffin,
many of us still see the MG as the gate-

way to automotive freedom. Spirited
driving, self-reliance, and just pure
driving fun. Because another manufacturer uses the phrase, “the ultimate
driving machine,” I can’t use that
phrase, but we all know
that’s what we’re talking
about here.
Are you somebody
who sees the MG as the
path to spirited driving
pleasure, and for whom
the idea of polishing the
manifold nuts would never
occur to you? Do you appreciate that the boys in
Abingdon figured out how
to engineer fun from a
parts bin? Are you sufficiently self-reliant that you
are not afraid of a greaterthan-one-tank trip? Would
you put new generator
bushes in at 10 pm when
the red light comes on

halfway across the U.P.?
If you can, in your heart, answer
“yes” to these kinds of questions, you
are Hammer and Tongs Material. Drive
that MG. It’s been said about TCs, and
it works for any Hammer and Tongs
MG: Drive it ‘till it smokes, Polish
it ‘till it gleams. When the nuclear
holocaust hits, you won’t be sitting
with a polishing rag in your hand
wishing you had enjoyed driving your
car, you will Have Done it. If you are
Hammer and Tongs about your car,
get an HTxxx number plate, and pick
your three digits (xxx) (You can’t have
Ohio’s HT251, I own that, but you
could choose any other). Then, GO DRIVE
THAT CAR, HARD!
You’re welcome to
email me about your
MG adventures and
the Car That Takes You
There. Work, my family, my MGs, and The
Green Bus take nearly
all of my time, so I’m
not promising I’ll ever
respond or even write
another article for the Driver. But if I
do, I’ll be sure to mention you…..
Safety Fast! —Phil, HT251
mgpsmith@att.net
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News from the MG Car Club UK

Article By Brian Woodhams, Overseas Manager for the MG Car Club.

I

have been asked to write this article
for The MG Driver by Alan Magnuson and Robert Rushing in order
to bring the ties between the North
American Clubs and Registers and the
MG Car Club in the UK even closer.
So where do I start… I think I need
to introduce myself, and then take it
from there.
My name is Brian G Woodhams,
and currently I am the Overseas
Manager for North America (including Canada) and Africa for the MGCC
UK. The Overseas section is made up
of an Overseas Director, currently
Paul Plummer; a European Manager
based in Sweden, and me. The Overseas Director has a place on the board
of the MG Car Club, and we are all
volunteers.
I stepped down as Overseas Director at the Annual General Meeting in
October 2009 and the UK Club has
two major meetings per annum – the
Council Meeting in March and the
AGM in October. I should explain that
the Council Meetings are to discuss
the business of the Club and produce
reports for the membership, and the
AGMs are to elect the Officers and
Directors of the Club. The Directors
usually stand for a period of three
years, but can be re-elected.
I have attended NAMGBR meetings in Olympia (MG 2005), Sonoma
(MG 2007), Breckenridge (MG 2009),
Reno (MG 2011), Corvallis (MG 2013),
and Niagara Falls (MG 2015), and
22
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NAMGAR meetings in Whistler and
Frankenmuth. I therefore do have an
understanding of how the American
MG scene has evolved, not to mention that I am a NAMGBR member. I
have three red MGs – a 1967 MGB GT,
a 2002 MG TF 160, and a 2002 MG ZS
180 which is our everyday hack – all
of them have over 100K miles on their
speedos!
The MG Car Club UK has its Headquarters in Kimber House, Abingdon,
right next to the site of the old MG factory. Kimber House is staffed by eight
full time members and we are a notfor-profit organization run by members for members. Our major annual
event in the UK is held at Silverstone
racetrack – site of the British Grand
Prix – in June or July depending on the
race schedule.
Current membership is around
10,700 – which includes Overseas
Affiliated Clubs and Direct Members.
We are always encouraging Overseas
Clubs to join us, and I had meaningful discussions with four clubs on my
recent visit. The solid silver Nuffield
Trophy for North America, currently
held by the Chicagoland MG Club, is
awarded to the Club or Centre which
is perceived to have done the most to
forward the aims and objectives of the
MG movement in United States and
Canada the previous year, and can
only be awarded to an Affiliated Club
or Centre.
The UK MGCC website is at www.
mgcc.co.uk, and the Overseas section
is on a tab at the top of the page. If you
come to England, please plan to visit
us here at Abingdon. As it happens this
week, Janine and I will be entertaining
Robert Gloyd, the NAMGBR Concours
coordinator, who is over in the UK on
a business trip. MG is the Marque of
Friendship, and the Worldwide MG
family is alive and well.
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Chapter Logos

Article By Bruce Wycoff

A

fter a few years away from being featured in the Mutual Aid
Directory (MAD), we decided to
publish the logos from our NAMGBR
affiliate chapters again this year. We
have been tight on space to print the
logos in previous issues, but with a
number of advertisers stepping forward to support our publication and
a majority of members volunteering
their contact information, we had to
go with a larger directory in 2015.
So in gathering the logos from a
number of sources, common themes
started to emerge among the chapters.
I would like to highlight some of the
chapter logos and select three that I
think are outstanding (my opinion
only…your opinion may differ).

Buffalo MG Association

The Union Jack
Seriously, can
you have a MG /
British car club
without the Union
Jack somewhere
in the logo? A
number of our
chapters intergrade
Keystone MG the Union Jack into
their logos and the
results are exceptional.

British Car Club of Charleston, SC
Where we could not locate a chapter logo for the Mutual Aid Directory,
we used the Union Jack as a placeholder for the club. We wanted every club
to be presented, and using the Union
Jack in lieu of a club logo seemed like
the best idea.
Your State
So, what is better then using the
Union Jack in your logo, add the state!
What better way is there to answer the
question “where is your club located?”

Boots & Bonnets of Rockford, Ill.
British Motoring Club of Arkansas
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And lets be honest, there is a
certain amount of pride wearing your
east coast chapter shirt when you have
driven to a west coast event, or vice a
verse a
Landmarks
British Car Club – Southwest, Florida

Some chapters use a familiar landmark from their area to help identify
their club location to other MG owners. I mean, everyone knows where the
Arch is right?

West Virginia British Car Club
Alamo MG Association
of Utah

Idaho British Car Club

MG Car Club
of Saint Louis

Iowa British Car Club

Connecticut MG Club
24
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Columbia Gorge MG Car Club
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Philadelphia MG Car Club

British Motoring Club
of New Orleans

Steering Wheels / Wire Wheels

Unique Logos

San Diego MG Club

Sometimes,
nothing says
MG / British
Car more
then a nice
set of wire
wheels or a
sporty steering wheel on
your car. Conveying that
same sense of
style, many
chapters
have adopted
the “wheel”
as their club
logo.

At the start of the article, I
mentioned three chapter logos that
I thought were pretty cleaver and
unique. This is my own opinion, and
you can agree or disagree with me.
When selecting the logos for this
article, I asked my wife to choose the
logos she liked …we didn’t agree.
So, for what it is worth, and in no
particular order, here are the three
logos that I liked from this year Mutual
Aid Directory.

Southern California MG Club

West Michigan Old Speckled Hen
MG Car Club
Kansas City MG Car Club

British Car Club
of Western North Carolina

First off…full discloser, this is one
of the MG clubs that I belong to. But
the logo is unique and does pay tribute
to the “beer that made Abingdon
great”. I asked original OSH member
Art Lewis to talk about the logo.
“In late 1990, a loosely knit group
of 46 MG enthusiasts from West Michigan gathered to organize a club. Several
dull, normal sounding club names were
bantered about, but thankfully, a final decision was tabled until our next meeting.
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Shortly afterwards, business landed me in
England with a couple of personal days in
Abingdon. While enjoying a pint of Old
Speckled Hen pale ale at the Magic Midget
Pub, an ah-ha moment struck! Why not
adopt a unique-to-MG name for our new
club, a name that is certain to keep our
focus on lighthearted fun? Made perfect
sense to me!”
Permission was secured from Moorland Brewery to use the OSH name as well
as a hybrid of their logo. Back home, after
a bit of salesmanship, our newly organized
band of MG merrymakers made it official.
We are the ‘’West Michigan Old Speckled
Hen MG Car Club’’, recognized by the MG
Car Club of England and a proud chapter
of NAMGBR.
“As an aside, our name has inspired
an unexpected abundance of chicken
humor! A stuffed hen is awarded to new
members who are asked to affix an MG or
English item to present at the next meeting
(a great ice breaker), a Chicken-Wire email
service sends timely communications, and
chicken dances, handshakes and jokes
keep the fun rolling. While not a completely unique design, our logo symbolizes fun loving, young at heart, true MG
enthusiasts.”
Thanks Art…and really, who
wouldn’t want to be in a club named
after a beer?
The next chapter logo really captured the fun and adventure of driving
a British roadster.

Greater Ozarks British Motoring Club
The top down, your British motoring cap pulled low, the wind blowing
your Union Jack scarf and your eyes
focused on the road ahead. You can almost smell the Castrol and antifreeze
26
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can’t you? Here is another unique
logo that quickly conveys what British
motoring is all about. Here is the story
behind the logo, as told by Rod Miller.
“As a newly formed club in the fall
of 1999, a logo was maybe one of the
last things on our minds at the time. But,
after gaining a few members, having
regular meetings, etc., we decided that
we needed an identity. I’d played around
with several ideas along the way, as did
others. We decided to throw it out to the
club to see who came up with what. Several good and some not so good sketches
were submitted, but none really seemed to
capture the true essence of who we were,
which at the time was an LBC driver’s
club, not affiliated with any single Marque
(although we mostly all belonged to single
marque clubs 200 miles away).
So, back the drawing board... We
had to fly the Union Jack, being an All
British Club. Anything else would have
been sacrilege...
We would not hold out any marque
as preferential or superior to another (at
that time we had “Marque Chairmen” for
each marque, and they made up our board
of directors as well. And, well, believe it
or not, each believed their marque was
the BEST and should be part of our logo).
As such, since the windscreen and wind
wings were present on many early rag
top LBC’s (including my Bugeye), those
represent British the car, along with a curvaceous “body line” that integrates into
the Union Jack.
Now, onto Mr. Monocle. I’m not
really sure where he came from... (He
does look a bit like Mr. Mustard... or,
Teddy Roosevelt... maybe Sam Elliott
wearing a monocle, etc, ).  
I used to love old movies, particularly British films of the day (cool cars..
hot chicks). The quintessential English
gentleman would be, in my mind,
driving an open cockpit sports car year
round. He would wear a Tweed jacket,
with a matching drivers hat.  He was a
man of confidence, experience, and proper
upbringing.  He wore a rather large, but
well groomed “Monopoly Man” moustache.  And, being a gentleman of style
and tradition, he would, of course wear
a monocle. He’d be smoking his favor-
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ite blend in an Upshall Calabash pipe,
and sport a scarf on those chilly days
in England, driving top down, the scarf
(Union Jack), flowing behind him as he
sped along the motorway. (Okay, we never
could make the pipe thing really “work”
in the logo, but, just wanted you to know
that he does smoke a pipe)...
Now, with that all cobbled together,
onto the next MAJOR problem... with
a name like “Greater Ozarks British
Motoring Club”, (how the heck do you
fit 32 characters and 4 spaces into a traditional square, circle, etc. with a traditional font and still make it readable???).
Being a bit of any audiophile as
well, and growing up in the 60’s and
70’s, I admired a lot of the concert posters
of the time, particularly those promoting the super acts at the Fillmore. The
Psychedelic era brought about a new form
of art/advertising, where anything could
work (again, as long as it would fit inside
the borders of the 8 1/2 x 11 posters and
handbills). Thus, the search began for
a font that would flow with the “lines”
of the car... be readable... be adjustable... be reminiscent of the 60›s and
70›s... and... most importantly... be FUN.
The result of our search and some customization was the “Semi-Psychedelic” font
you see here.
A few changes were made early on,
(no pipe, etc.) but when my skill set ran
out, or when we tried to blow up the logo,
and it had “pixilated jaggies” in place of
lines that should be clean and flowing, I
finally sucked it up and enlisted the help
of a friend who was a graphic artist to
both clean up my renderings, and make
a few changes that were also beyond
my skills or pay grade. The result, “Mr.
Monocle Man” has been the symbol of
GOBMC for almost 16 years now. And,
it is also a legal Registered Trademark...
property of the Greater Ozarks British
Motoring Club.
We have another logo as well, that
you might see from time to time... it’s
simply our acronym “GOBMC” (GO
“BMC”... funny, huh) using the Union
Jack as a background, and a simple sports
car of unknown origin adorning the top
of it.

So, when
you thinking
of the British
Army’s Royal
Guards, what
are you thinking about? The
bright red uniforms, the bearskin hats, the
focused steelyeyed gaze of
Her Majesty’s
the solider
Royal Nebraska Patrol guarding the
palace? Now
about Nebraska!
I asked Bob Shaw of Her Majesty’s
Royal Nebraska Patrol to tell me a little
about his club’s logo.
“The logo was designed by Mitchell
Koch, son of Noel and Phyllis Koch, who
are long time members of the Patrol. No
one remembers exactly when it was adopted, but the best guess is around 1988.
Mitchell was working at Bailey Lauerman,
a Lincoln, NE advertising company, when
he created this logo.
“Mitchell is now working and living
in Florida. Most of our membership is
from Nebraska, with a few from Western
Iowa. Many of us grew up on farms, so for
us the logo is very appropriate.
“We have a traveling trophy that we
give to different members in recognition
of services rendered. It is the job of the
recipient to choose the next person to be
recognized. The trophy is a model of our
logo.”
So, what do you think? Was I right
about the three logos that I picked? Do
you disagree with my choices? Think
your club logo is better then the logos
I have chosen? I want to hear from the
NAMGBR membership on where I am
wrong.
Here is your chance to let the
world see your clubs logo. Please send
me a high quality (we want you to look
good), full color image of your logo.
Also, send me the reason why your
logo is better. We can print some of the
submissions and let the members decide why you are right and I am wrong.
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Ken’s Korner
Article and images
provided by Ken Smith
(Barbie & Ken)

W

hat about
MG gate?
We’ve heard
a lot about gates such
as Watergate, Deflategate, and several others but I wonder how
many of you heard
of MG Gate? Read on
and get the story…
Abingdon Herald early
1981 and the main headline read:

FORMER MG FACTORY GATES STOLEN!

the factory closed, the employees in
the Maintenance Department were all
kept on together with the acting Managing Director, Chris Peacock. The
MG flag flying above the telephone
exchange at the Marcham Road end of
the factory was taken down and went
to a house in Marcham. The man who
took it down was on ground maintenance. The factory gates were taken
down and made their way to Radley, a
village about three miles from Abingdon. However, taken together with the
gates, were six MGB body shells which
were supposedly damaged and were rebuilt back in the factory together with
any paintwork requiring rectification!

Two huge iron gates, which used to
proudly guard the former home of MG
sportscars have been stolen for their scrap
value, police believe. However, detectives
have asked the public to contact them if
the box girder gates, each seven feet wide
and standing ten feet high suddenly appear at the entrance to a country home in
the area.
The gate painted light green but not bearing the famous octagonal MG trademark
mark (those were removed when the
factory closed) were stolen at the weekend
from open ground behind the former factory site which has been developed as
Abingdon Industrial Park.
Also taken were five metal lampposts
each 25feet long which had also been
left lying on open ground. The total
scrap valued of the gates and posts is
thought to be about £3000 sterling.
Abingdon police say the thieves would
have had to use heavy lifting gear to
move the scrap iron and must have
brought a large commercial vehicle
on to the site to take the stolen items
away.
Now you might think that was the
end of the story but read on. My
Abingdon sources tell me that after Abingdon Christmas 1979
28
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Readers Ride Images and article By Micky Hartnett, Black Hills British CC.

I

Top: A picture of the B in the 70s at Sebring, FL at the Sebring 12 hr. race. (I was
a SCCA course worker); (note it has gold
early 1964 steel wheels from a donor car
after I converted it from wire wheels to
steel wheels.)
Bottom: A picture with my son at age 7
or 8 and his dog Pepper in Atlanta, GA
(He is 37 now!) (Note the Rostyle wheel
and the 64 wheel; it took a while to get 4
Rostyle wheels)
Below: In 2013 on the Oregon coast
while at the MG2013.

acquired the 1970 MGB in the summer of 1972 after it was traded into
the Chevrolet dealer (where my
Mom worked) for a new Corvette by
the first owner (a recent high school
graduate) in Sarasota, Florida. I have
owned it ever since and it was my daily
driver for over 20 years. I took my wife
to the hospital to deliver our son in
it in 1977 and moved to my first job
in Atlanta, Georgia, upon graduating from the University of Florida in
March of 1980 (including me, my wife,
our 3 year old son, an 80lb dog, and a
gold fish!)
I retired the B to weekend status in
the early 90s after the second engine
rebuild and a fresh paint job (BRG of
course). I have rebuilt the engine every
100k miles whether it needed it or not.
It has needed it so far twice so it currently has 216,116 miles on it.
I was a SCCA course worker in the
70s and 80s so the B has turned many
“practice laps” at Sebring and Road
Atlanta and one full lap of the oval
banking at Daytona “at speed” (after
the IMSA 24 Hour Race). It now does
evening and weekend cruising in the
Black Hills of South Dakota.
My son considers the MGB to be
his inheritance.
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Letters to the Editor
There have been lots of mistakes
recently so I might as well apologize
now and hang my head in shame. I
have voluntarily taken a massive pay
cut as punishment!
Alan,
I notice from the MG Driver Sep/Oct 15
issue that my Citron BGT won third place
in class. That is really great. Maybe you
could bring my trophy to Stowe for me
since I wasn’t at Niagara to pick it up? (I
think there is a typo in the Classes Results
list on Pg 32.) See you at Stowe!
Safety fast,
Steve Finch, President
Windsor-Detroit M.G. Club
The actual 3rd place winner in the 6571 B/GT Category was Harold Beamer,
Fonthill, Ontario – sorry Harold!
Hi Robert,
I received my latest edition of The MG
Driver which I always look forward to
receiving. Having attended this year’s
national convention in Niagara Falls,
Ontario, I was particularly interested to
read your article about the event and to
review the winners of each car class. I own
a 1973 MGB/GT and my car was in Car
Show Class #11 (MGB/GT 1972-1974
Chrome Bumper - Vented Dash). In your
article you listed that car class as “MGB/
GT Chrome Bumper Vented 1965-71.
My car actually won 2nd place in its class
and I have the trophy as proof, yet you
listed the winning 2nd place car as one
owned by Rick & Monica Mills of Grandview, MO. As you can imagine I was quite
surprised by this error and wanted to bring
it to your attention so that corrective actions could be taken as necessary. I would
appreciate it if you would review this
situation and let me know if/how you will
correct this matter……
Best Regards, —Ken Collins
Wow – sorry Ken – I really REALLY
screwed up the GT categories… And
now for another one
Robert,
30
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I just got the September/October MG
Driver today and I disappointed to see
that the Texas MG Register Fall Gathering
of the Faithful was not on the last page
of the issue, before the back inside cover.
What do we need to do to get our events
listed in the future?
Thanks for your help! —Frank Kopec
Unfortunately, I couldn’t find the
event notice so it must have gone
to my spam or I deleted it by accident. I always try to respond back
with a “thanks” or something to let
you know I got your note. If I don’t
respond back please assume I didn’t
get it and resend. I try hard not to
miss anything since I know how important it is to get the word out. I’m
very sorry!
Robert,
Every time I get the new MG Driver, I
vow to send you a note telling you what a
great job you do on the magazine. Then
time slips by and I don’t. Not this time
though. I’ve been a NAMGBR member
since ‘95 and still have some of the very
early issues. What a great improvement
in articles, appearance of the publication
and professionalism. I was a member of
the St Louis MG Club from ‘03 to ‘07,
driving to St Louis every Monday morning from Chicago, and driving back home
every Friday evening – thus unable to
participate in activities (other than most
meetings) on weekends. I still call John
Mangles occasionally if I’m stuck with a
problem.
Anyway - great job on the publication!
Ken Oehler —Naples FL
Glad you sent that in before receiving
that error-filled last issue – however,
send me a note and I’ll rescind the
kudos in the next issue.
Robert,
I saw the tech piece I had submitted (see
below) in the July/August issue. I hope
others find it helpful. However, I learned
something yesterday. I took my ‘64 B on a
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1,750 mile road trip up the California and
Oregon coastal roads. Driving along the
Pacific and below the redwoods is heaven
for me. But being on the road I had to lock
the car up in the sun, top up, in a restaurant parking lot and the adhesive behind
the Velcro melted in the heat of the sun.
It had never happened before in all of the
years I have used this system. So I now am
going to try a more heat resistant Velcro. “Velcro for Auto” had good reviews
on Amazon where people said it could take
the heat. So if you could fit this addendum
in a future issue I would appreciate it. I
don’t want others to try this and be disappointed. Feel free to edit this down to a
sentence if that works best.
Safety Fast! —Lawson Fox
Thanks for sending the update Lawson!

Press Release:

MGA racer Jim Holody from London,
Ontario, was awarded the prestigious
“MG Collier Cup” at this year’s Collier
Cup MG race, as part of SVRA’s “US
Vintage Grand Prix” at Watkins Glen,
New York. The “Collier Cup” race is
for MGs only, and includes cars from
Pre-War MGs to MGB’s. SVRA has
been running this all MG race and
awarding the Collier Cup – in memory
and honor of the MG racing Collier
Brothers – since 1985! It is not “won by
the race winner”, but rather is awarded
to an MG racer in the race who best
represents the “Spirit of MG Vintage
Racing” - in both car preparation and
driver conduct on and off the track.
The winner is selected by a vote of
the MG racers at the event. Jim later
reflected on receiving it “Receiving
the Collier Cup was totally unexpected
and rattled me for the rest of the podium
presentations. I thanked all the MG drivers and commented on the significance of
the Collier Cup, and the Collier Brothers,
to MG racing. I was proud to receive this
award, that was also won by Don Funke
in this same MGA Twin Cam in 1990 that he raced here”
Jim was also honored to win the
“Bucher-Decker Memorial Cup” (Sponsored by NAMGAR) for being the 1st

MGA overall in the race!

This in from Hemmings:

Lord Montagu, founder of Britain’s
National Motor Museum at Beaulieu,
dies at 88. In the early 1950s when
he took over the estate he inherited,
a former monastery built in the 13th
century, Edward Douglas-ScottMontagu of Beaulieu nearly got rid of
it. He could barely afford to maintain
it, he had spent much of his life away
from it, and he had just started a career
in advertising. Instead, he turned the
estate into one of Britain’s leading automobile museums and became one of
the country’s foremost authorities on
old cars. Each year the estate hosts the
famous Beaulieu Auto Jumble where
even the most obscure part can usually
be found.

Press Release:

The “MG Vintage Racers” will have
both “Mid-West” and “West Coast”
Focus Events for 2016, as they celebrate
their 35th Anniversary! To celebrate,
their 2016 designated Mid-West Focus
Event will be at the Waterford Hills
Racetrack in Clarkston, Michigan, the
weekend of July 29-31. The designated
West Coast Focus Event will be with
CSRG at Sonoma Raceway, in Sonoma,
California, the weekend of September
30 - October 2. More information on
these events will be available as they
near. For more information on the MG
Vintage Racers, visit their web site at
www.MGVR.org.

Also in the news…

The Southern California Timing Association decided to cancel the Bonneville Speed Week for the second year in
a row. The announcement came after
weeks of speculation and multiple visits to the salt flats by SCTA and Bureau
of Land Management officials to determine whether enough salt remained
to comprise a reasonable racing surface
for this year’s Speed Week, which was
scheduled to begin August 8. Instead,
hundreds of racers from around the
world will now have to wait to see if
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other events in the short land-speed
racing season at Bonneville will follow
the same fate. A number of factors
combined to cause this year’s cancellation. Heavy rains earlier this year
left the salt flats swamped, as usual,
but also triggered mudslides from the
surrounding mountains and onto a
section of the flats used for the SCTA’s
land-speed racing courses. While the
annual flooding of the salt flats typically recedes by late summer, leaving
behind the plain white moonscape
racers have sought out for more than a
century, the mudslide has remained.

In addition, as the Salt Lake Tribune
reported earlier this month, the layer
of salt has become increasingly thinner in recent years, leaving little to
keep vehicles from breaking through
to the soft mud below. “Experts from
the BLM found some
areas where the upper crust is thick
and healthy, and able to support highspeed racing and other recreation,” the
Tribune’s Emma Penrod wrote. “But
in some portions of the area generally converted into race tracks during
Speed Week, the salt is extremely thin
or missing entirely.”

MG 2016 — Maintaining the Breed

Article and images provided By Rick Ingram, Executive Officer,
North American Council of MG Registers.

M

ark your calendars and plan
your vacation NOW as MG
enthusiasts will be descending
upon Louisville, Kentucky from June
15-18, 2016, for the fifth gathering of
all MG enthusiasts sponsored by the
North American Council of MG Registers. Registration available at www.
mg2016.com.

Plan on arriving in Louisville on
Monday, June 15, as we know you will
not want to miss our “gala opening”
at world famous Churchill Downs
that evening. Join us for cocktails and
32
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hors d’oeuvres as well as a tour of the
museum and grounds (www.churchilldowns.com). Reserve your seats on the
registration form. We encourage you
to visit one of the local restaurants for
your evening meal either before or
after your visit to Churchill Downs.

Tuesday we will offer tech sessions

(John Twist will be offering his “Rolling Tech Session” on one of these
days), a motorcoach tour to the Corvette museum (and possibly factory) in
Bowling Green; a motorcoach tour of
the “Bourbon Trail – for more informa-
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tion on the above, visit www.corvettemuseum.org and www.kybourbontrail.
com. Reserve your seats on the registration form.
There will also be self-guided
driving tours on some great roads in
Southern Indiana and Kentucky. You
will be back to the hotel complexes
late afternoon with plenty of time to
get prepared for “Register Night”. Each
of the four participating MG Registers
will be hosting buffet dinners at the
Crowne Plaza. Reserve your seats on
the registration form. Stick around after the Registers have completed their
activities because we have contracted
with a fantastic band, “Captain Rat
and the Blind Rivets”, which will
perform from 8pm to 11pm in the
Ballroom at the Crowne Plaza. They
are a very entertaining band with a
tremendous stage presence who play
music from the 50’s through the 80’s.
See www.captainratandtheblindrivets.
com/video to get a preview of what you
will be treated to that evening after
“Register Night”!

Wednesday there will be more tech

sessions, along with driving tours,
and repeat motorcoach tours to the
Corvette Museum and Bourbon Trail
available. Feel free to visit downtown Louisville to see the Louisville
Slugger Factory or the Muhammed
Ali Museum. Your evening meal is
“on your own” and there are a lot of
enticing restaurants available in the
area. Wednesday evening we will hold
our live and silent auctions where you
will find items and services available
for bids. Who knows what bargain(s)
you might take home?! And of course,
there will be lie swapping and tire
kicking every night out in the parking
lots!

Thursday is car show day! We have

rented “Waterfront Park” in downtown Louisville for the car display
(www.louisvillewaterfront.com). With
its 85 acres, there will be PLENTY of
room for our MGs to be on display.
We will have food trucks on premise
in addition to “Joes’ Crab Shack” and

other restaurants within walking
distance of the showfield. There will
be a motorcoach to a local shopping
mall for those of you who appreciate
the retail side of vacations such as this.
A riverboat may be available for cruises
as well should members of your party
wish to go on a couple-hour cruise that
day.
We will wrap things up on the
showfield mid-afternoon in order for
you to get back to the hotel complex
to prepare for our awards banquet that
evening at the Crowne Plaza. As we
did for MG 2011 in Reno, each register
will announce their winners other
than First Place during Register-specific gatherings before the buffet meal.
After the meal, we will have a brief
presentation prior to announcing Register-specific First Place winners and
any special awards that are to be given
out. This will keep the awards banquet
more manageable and allow you to get
back out to the parking lot…..to tell
more lies and kick more tires!
We know that you will enjoy your
stay in Louisville. Your registration fee
will cover one car and is for the entire
event. There will be no “day of” or
“single day” registration offered. You
may register additional cars if needed
at a reduced price. All meals, tours,
regalia, etc, is ala carte on the registration form. You must be registered
for MG 2016 to attend tech sessions
and participate in tours, etc. It is NOT
necessary for your spouse or children
to register individually for the event as
there will be spaces on your registration form for this. If you are a member
of NAMMMR, NEMGTR, NAMGAR, or
NAMGBR you will enjoy a discount on
the registration fee. Please indicate this
when you register. You will be able to
choose your hotel and make your reservation through the MG 2016 website
after you have registered for the event.
Please do not call the hotel(s) directly
as they will not be able to book your
room.
Help us “maintain the breed”
by coming to MG2016 in Louisville!
www.mg2016.com
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A Bit of Travel and a Bit of Te
Article and images provided By

D

The title page from the presentation given in Niagara Falls.

iane and I made the trek to MG
2015 in Niagara Falls, Ontario.
We decided to take three days
to go travel out in order to enjoy some
private time together after all the hubbub of moving into our new home and
working hard to make it truly ours. I
was also tasked with putting together
a presentation for the MGC Register
of the North American MGB Register,
and since I was supposed to talk for
two hours, I assembled about 90 slides
covering one of my favorite topics,
Tuning by the Numbers, Breathing, Fire,
Fuel, a Nearly Foolproof Way to Tune your
MG.
I attempted to cover almost all
MG cars from the MGA on, and the
presentation ended up being fun and
well received. Doing a presentation
like this is like icing on the cake for
a trip to another coast with an MG,
and I’m always thrilled when new
concepts come to my mind just from
thinking about the topic and massaging the presentation a few times. An
added benefit was that I met several
really nice people while going over
the logistics of presenting the talk and
during the presentation as well. I’m
looking forward to maintaining these
34
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new friendships!
We made our way out along the
back roads of Wisconsin on a beautiful
summer’s day. It started a bit cool, but
soon we were trekking in our t-shirts
and shorts and enjoying what would
turn out to be the best day of the drive.
We stopped at a little art shop in a

The off-the-beaten-track shop, Diane directed us to for an impromptu shopping
experience.
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Dave

terfold

a Bit of Technical at MG 2015

ded By

Dave Braun, Minnesota MG Group

Tommy, our MG TD on the shores of Lake Huron. Touring with Tommy requires some
planning, but mostly just remembering to wrap the clothing in the suitcases in plastic,
because at some point on a long trip, some rain may fall.

converted “Brickyard School”, bought
a butter dish for our kitchen, and proceeded to carry that butter dish with
us for the rest of the trip. The owner
of the shop wrapped the piece up in
bubble wrap and newspaper for Diane,
while I spent time with the owner’s
husband talking about the MG he
owned in the 70s.
Diane even let me drive her 1970
MGB Maggie part of the way that day,
which I really enjoyed. Our usual
stopping place when in the Upper
Peninsula (UP) is in Iron Mountain,
Michigan; the Pine Mountain Ski Area,
but it was unavailable to us due to a
massive golf tournament. We selected
a Comfort Inn in town and settled in
after an easy day’s drive. For dinner we
had the sandwiches Diane had packed
for lunch because we stopped instead
around noon at a tasty no-name diner
on one of the two lane roads we favor
for these trips.

So by now you might be asking
yourself, is this a technical column,
or a travelogue? Well, in answer, it is
both. Diane and I keep our MG sport
cars in pretty good shape. Recall that
at one time, these brave little cars were
daily drivers for many people. With
over three hundred thousand plus
miles to Maggie’s credit, I know for a
fact that previous owners drove her
coast to coast numerous times. Diane
‘owns’ about 75,000 of those miles,
and along with her daily driving are
trips to Gatlinburg, Tennessee, the
site of MG 2006; a GOF Central in
St. Charles, Illinois; and MG 2014 in
French Lick, Indiana; besides the trip
to Niagara Falls this year. Some of you
may remember that our MG TD Tommy has been around the Great Lakes
(2010), and other numerous long distance treks. None of these trips require
much more than just making sure that
the car is tuned up at the beginning of
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Maggie under the knife in French Lick, after I mistakenly figured that Dianeís report
of occasional stoppage of the engine would reveal itself as an ignition problem, not a
fuel pump problem. If I had counted the years since the last fuel pump service, I would
have realized it was nine years prior!

the season and stored properly at the
end of the season.
Once in a while such lackadaisical preparations can catch up with
us. Twice on long trips we have dealt
with balky fuel pumps, mostly attributable to forgetting just how long
those pumps were in the cars prior to
departing. We spent some time cajoling the fuel pump on Tommy during
the ‘around the Great Lakes’ trip; and
enjoyed that experience so much that
we repeated the effort with Maggie last
year in French Lick at MG 2014. Did
these experiences spoil the trip? To the
contrary, we met some very nice people while trouble shooting alongside
the road; were rescued by a good friend
when it seemed that the fuel pump on
Tommy wasn’t going to respond to my
ministrations, and met some equally
nice MG folks in the parking garage in
French Lick where I put on an instant
tech session regarding the field repair
of Maggie’s pump, something I felt I
knew something about after learning so much from Tommy a few years
before.
So what did we do to prep Maggie
36
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for this trip? Not much. The left front
inner tube had recently developed a
slow leak, and a visit to an auto repair
shop in a close by town solved that
a couple of weeks prior to the trip. I
serviced the steering dampener and
added steering fluid because I noticed
it was low when checking all the other
fluids in early spring. We re-timed
the engine and reset the carburetors
because an experiment I conducted
did not work out quite as well as I
hoped… and for some reason Diane
did not appreciate being stranded
several times this spring while I played
with the settings. (Hint: the factory
numbers work pretty well, it is hard
to improve on them!) Finally, a minor
door panel failure meant ordering a
new set from England and installing
them a week before the trip. This isn’t
to say we never have other ‘owner
induced’ problems. While washing
her the night before the trip, Maggie
made a short drive to the upper garage
and then decided not to start again.
Cutting corners isn’t helpful, and next
time I wash the engine I’ll do a better
job of shielding the distributor from
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two wiper blades when we returned
indirect water spray!
home? Nope. Were they in the car this
As I’ve alluded to, the trip itself
year? Not after the confusion of movwas relatively trouble free. Driving
ing the shop to a new location at our
your MG on a long distance trip is
new home, when I tossed them into
a great way to discover small flaws
Diane’s tool roll away. By placing the
to note and correct the next storage
newer center blade on the driver’s side,
season. If you never drive through two
and placing the best remaining blade
days of pelting rain (yes, by leaving
on the passenger side, we made the
earlier than the rest of the Minnesota
best of a silly situation. Keep in mind
MG Group participants, Diane and I
somehow put ourselves in the center of that the MGB Tourer initially only had
two blades, before the Feds decided
a slow moving front and the rest of the
that not quite enough windscreen was
drive to Niagara Falls was conducted
swept by the blades and ordered the
with the hood up and the Rain-X on
installation of the third blade in the
the windshield proving its worth) you
center.
may not know what needs to be fixed
Yes, Maggie was wet inside and out
weather equipment-wise on your faby the time we drove the fog and rain
vorite MG. Diane gamely held a coffee
in the UP, crossed at Mackinac Strait,
mug next to her knee to catch the rain
and tooled down the only interstate
water coming between the glass and
we would use for our trip out, I-75 in
the seal, while I occasionally mopped
beautiful Northern Michigan. Beup the water falling on my side from
cause most of the commerce for the
a defective body to windshield pillar
UP goes through Wisconsin, you are
gasket. This winter, I’ll probably pull
much more likely to be passed by a
the windshield and do what I can
recreational vehicle pulling a goodto reseal it. The effectiveness of this
sized fishing boat than encounter a
future repair will have to be judged in
semi tractor-trailer on this stretch of
hard use!
As a matter
of fact, it rained
so much that the
Rain-X wore off
and we had to
start using the
wipers. This is
when I made the
second weather
induced discovery.
Last year on the
way home from
MG 2014, the
center wiper blade
departed the car
during a sudden rainstorm in
southern Illinois.
Luckily, I was carrying three spare
blades and rectified the situation
while getting only Our planned stop in Sarnia, Ontario, just over the border from
Port Huron, Michigan, where we crossed into Canada. Luckily,
slightly soaked.
we remembered our passports and we also ordered internaDid I remember to
tional service for our cell phones before we left home!
replace the other
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The Niagara River just downstream from the Canadian falls, with the American falls in
the background.

freeway. Much of it is divided in the
center by foliage for a nice rural experience. We soon found ourselves in Port
Huron and made our border crossing
there; stopping for the night at the
Harbourfront Inn where we ate at an
authentic Irish Pub and toured the
waterfront, which included a miniature replica of the Great Lakes done
in concrete, complete with elevations
and water.
After draining the foot well
carpets the next morning, we managed to turn the three hour trip from
Sarnia to Niagara Falls into five hours
by taking all back roads to our destination, checking in pretty much when
planned and none the worse for the
trip. The rest of the event was filled
with all the ‘MaGic’ of an MG get together including a dinner theater style
magic show for the finale. We met
many new friends and reacquainted
ourselves with many current friends
from other MG events, and enjoyed
spending time with our fellow MMGG
participants. To top it all off, and to
Diane’s great surprise, Maggie was
awarded second in her class (19701972 recessed grille) even though, you
guessed it, we got well soaked during
the car display at Balls Falls, a beauti38
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ful green park just minutes from our
convention center.
Diane did not suffer through my
presentation, she booked a wine tour
at the same time (smart woman!) but
together we managed a tour of the
entire area a few days later by London
Double Decker Bus. We saw many of
the attractions of Niagara and learned
about some of its history. I enjoyed
eyeballing the John Twist Rolling Tech
Session, and we both enjoyed the Old
Speckled Hen beer brought in just for
the convention.
With the convention over, we
needed to get back home quickly so a
leisurely tour was out of the question.
Although we like to travel back roads,
by consensus we asked to join some
fellow MMGGers returning under the
leadership of Rich “Wagon Master”
Leslie. Since we had already endured
daily rain on the trip, we were not surprised that we had to travel through a
bunch more precipitation on the trip
home.
Traveling with a group has some
big advantages, fun banter at stops,
a bit of safety in numbers, and the
opportunity to learn a few tricks. Rich
loaned me some duct tape to put in the
corner of Maggie’s windscreen which
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Crossing th Mackinac Bridge in Mackinaw City, Michigan.

reduced the rain intrusion on that
side to nothing; and a bit more duct
tape fixed the center wiper which was
slowly eroding its blade. Never again
will I laugh at the “if it moves and it
isn’t supposed to apply duct tape, and
if it doesn’t move and it is supposed to
apply WD-40” jokes! A portable two
way radio system linked the first and
last cars, and cell phones and texts
served for informal communication in
between. Rich set a quick but comfortable pace, and in two days Diane and I
were back home at Sky Harbor (Minnesota). We even caught some decent
weather the evening of the first day
while crossing the Mackinac Straights.
All in all, we drove portions of
five days and were gone for about
eight days, including two weekends.
NAMGBR events are typically midweek to allow travel on two consecutive weekends to save vacation time.
Diane and I and we are already eagerly
planning to attend the North American Council of M.G. Registers MG
event in Louisville for MG 2016 from
June 13th-17th. There are very few
things I really need to do to get Tommy
ready for that trip, he is due for a coolant change, and I have some ideas for
a slightly better tuning scheme… err,
maybe not! His tires are now about

nine years old, and I will inspect them
carefully before departing.
With a minimum of fuss, and if
you start planning now, you can join
us by attending one of the premier
MG events of the decade, because the
Council of MG Registers only arrange
one of these conventions once every
five years. If you aren’t well acquainted
with other MG models, here is your
chance to be exposed to them. You
will meet new friends, and put your
MG to use in what it does best and was
designed to do – cover long distances
in comfort, style and safety, extending
the MG reputation as “The Marque of
Friendship”.
You want to consider registering
for the event as soon as registration
opens. If you are already a NAMGBR
member, you should invite a nonNAMGBR member from your local
club to sign up and join the fun. If you
need some help planning your preparation, have questions about what
spares to bring, or are just wondering
what MG 2016 might entail for you,
just ask around for advice and ideas.
You will be very glad you attended,
and I guarantee that a large contingent
from the MMGG will be joining you in
your adventure. Safety Fast!
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MG Live! 2015

Article and images provided By / Colin Grant, MG Car Club-UK

T

his year we were celebrating several anniversaries at Silverstone
during MGLive! held on
June 20-21, with the MGA
celebrating 60 years since
its introduction, the MGB
GT celebrating 50 years, the
MGF celebrating 20 years,
and the Abingdon Competitions Department celebrating 60 years.
The sight before the
many visitors of the event
as they entered
the Silverstone
circuit was of
100s of MGs filling the infield
area. Once
parked, many
headed to the
Ex-Works Competition Car
display with 50
historical cars to
look at, consisting of Minis,
40
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Austin Healeys, Triumphs,
Morris Marinas, Rover V8, Riley
and of course MGs, it was quite
a sight. All these cars were
prepared courtesy of the Competitions Department which
was formed at the MG Plant in
Abingdon 60 years ago.
On the track visitors were
entertained by a 300 strong racing contingent who enthralled
the crowds with some very close
racing on the Silverstone Grand
Prix Track. In the paddock
the XPAG Specials continue to
impress; a display was put on,
showcasing these excellent cars.
The Sprint held on the Silverstone Stowe Circuit on Sunday
morning attracted 110 participants. One of the big draws is
the circuit tours, this year held
on both days, where members
were given the opportunity of
driving their own cars on the
famous Grand Prix circuit.
The display arena was as
popular as ever with respected
author Graham Robson compèring.
Our special guests this year were
Mike Brewer of Wheeler Dealer
fame and Russ Swift demonstrating
his spectacular driving skills. Also
performing was the Savage Skills
freestyle mountain bike stunt display
team.
Many people took time to visit
the various marquees including the
main Club Marquee where Registers and Centres had displays. The
Lifestyle Marquee had a busy weekend with the 19 stands doing
brisk business. The centrepiece
of the Lifestyle Marquee was
an MGA which was restored
in the last series of ‘Wheeler
Dealers’. This caused great interest with people marvelling
at the quality of its restoration.
Trade City, which surrounded
the marquees, was well supported this year with many
members seeking out that
elusive part.
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MG Motor had a display of their
current range of MG3 and MG6 cars,
and were actively showing people
round the cars and taking bookings
for test drives.
Other attractions were the ever
popular Concours and Pride of Ownership competition. Thirty-eight pre
entries this year together with entries
on the day meant it was well supported, with the standards as high as
ever making it very difficult to choose
the overall winners, who were Mick
Richardson with his MGC winning
the Concours and John Newey with
his SV-R winning the Pride of Ownership.
The Saturday of MGLive! was
rounded off with two social events.
42
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The first was the President’s International Dinner, hosted by Club President John Day, and the second a Hog
Roast held in the Social Marquee. The
hog roast was well attended, and the
live music being played in the Social
Marquee by Red and Gray soon had
people up on their feet dancing. During the evening the Glo Car competition was held.
With Sunday’s weather being dry
and sunny, people were able to enjoy
the day’s proceedings without having to take cover from the rain. With
another full programme of events
taking place the weekend ended on a
high with nothing but positive comments coming from people as they
left the circuit for their drive home.
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MG Car Club Washington, D.C. Celebrates
Its 53rd Annual Braille Rallye!
Article and images provided By Todd Wells

O

n July 25th, the MG Car Club
Washington, D.C. Centre’s
Braille Rallye continued a
tradition started in 1963 when our
club and the Columbia Lighthouse
for the Blind joined forces. Originally,
it was established as an incentive for
blind children to learn to read Braille.
Since that time, it has become a great
reason for some of our sight-impaired
friends, young and not so young, to get
out of the city and enjoy the Virginia
countryside. It is also a great excuse
for our members to get their MG out
for a beautiful drive while enjoying
the company of their navigators and
fellow club members. Fifty-three years
of conducting this uplifting event is
something of which we can be proud.
Simply owning an MG can be
lots of fun, but sharing that experience with other MG enthusiasts adds
a whole new dimension to enjoying
your car. The MG has earned a reputation for being honest, straightforward,
and forgiving, and the same is often
said about MG owners: we tend to be

unusually enthusiastic about our cars
and naturally enjoy sharing our enthusiasm with other MG owners. MG
people have been doing this through
clubs all over the world since the first
MG Car Club meeting in 1930.
The MG Car Club, Washington,
D.C. Centre held its first meeting in
October of 1951. Originally founded
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as a sub-centre of the Eastern United
States Centre (now the MGCC Long
Island Centre), in 1954 the sub-centre
became a Centre in its own right, and,
over the years, has sponsored numerous activities and received its share of
awards.

The Rallye

The 2015 MGCCWDCC Braille
Rallye began at a picnic shelter in
Burke Lake Park in Burke, Virginia,
and proceeded through about 35 miles
of the surrounding, rolling countryside. Prior to the event, the Rallye
Master determined the optimal time
by driving the course at the posted
speed limit several times. Participants

had no prior knowledge of the course
route. Naturally, they were not aware
of the optimal time for completing the
course until the rallye was completed.
Each participating car was manned by
a driver and a navigator. At the starting
line, each navigator was provided a
set of instructions pointing out keys
to the route. Often the keys are not
street names but directions linked
to landmarks, e.g., “turn right at the
white picket fence.” This makes for an
interesting and somewhat challenging
rallye.
What makes it even more interesting for the Braille Rallye participants is
that the navigators are sight impaired
and the instructions are prepared
either in large print for navigators with
some sight, or in Braille for navigators
who are sightless. Therefore, the driver
must rely upon the navigator to read
and communicate the directions correctly and the navigator is dependent
upon the driver to locate each of the
landmarks while driving the course.
Upon completion of the rallye, the
drivers, navigators and their families
and the staff of the Lighthouse participate in a picnic during which awards
for several different classifications are
presented to the winning drivers and
navigators. For those who did not want
to formally participate in the rallye,
they could participate in an untimed
Fun Run.

Columbia Lighthouse for the Blind
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Since 1900, Columbia Lighthouse
for the Blind (CLB) has been dedicated to helping the blind or visually
impaired population of the greater
Washington D.C. region overcome
the challenges of vision loss. Their
work enables people of all ages who are
blind or visually impaired to remain
independent, active and productive in
society. Their programs and services
include training and consultation in
assistive technology, employment
marketing skills training, career placement services, comprehensive low vision care, and a wide range of counseling and rehabilitation services.
CLB provides programs and
services to people of all ages who are
blind or visually impaired, regardless
of their ability to pay. Programs and
services include adaptive technology,
professional and career services training, low vision services, rehabilitation, counseling, children’s services,
independent living and older adult
programs. CLB provides services to
the more than 20,000 blind and low
vision individuals in the Washington,
D.C. metropolitan area.

Thanks for the Support
For many years, the Burke Lions
Club of Burke, Virginia, has generously

supported the Rallye and we sincerely
appreciate their assistance. Additionally, JR’s Stockyard Inn has provided
some of the best BBQ for our awards
luncheon to be found anywhere! We
can’t thank them enough for their
generosity.
If you have participated in a
Braille Rallye, you know how rewarding and fun the day is. If you haven’t,
try to find one, or run one through
your club. It does not have to be a big
production to allow everyone involved
to have a great day enjoying our MGs.
The members of the MG Car Club
Washington, D.C. Centre consider the
Braille Rallye to be one of the club’s
most worthwhile events and it is
thoroughly enjoyed by the car owners
and sight impaired individuals who
participate.
Finally, when you receive this
issue of The MG Driver, we will have
just completed our club’s annual
Hunt Country Classic, in Middleburg,
Virginia, on October 11. Since the first
show in 1996, this event has proven to
be one of the most popular British Car
Shows in the area. If you find yourself
in the Mid-Atlantic area for a future
Columbus Day Weekend, please join
us for this outstanding show!
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Managing that “$#@%” Car Stuff
When the Unthinkable Happens

Article and images provided By Janet Shoviak (MG wife to Tony
(NAMGBR#2-860), Mom to Lian, Maya Grace, and a dog named Mowog)

A

s a “British Car Wife” of nearly
25 years, I have often wondered
what I would do if something
unexpected happened to my husband
because our daughters and I would be
left with a huge collection of books,
memorabilia and car parts that pertain
to four different MGs. The disposal
of this accumulation is a nightmare
almost as bad as having something
terrible happen to my husband. For all
the wives and family members of the
car guys, here are my thoughts and
suggestions on the subject.
It is very important for good communication between the car enthusiast and his family. These discussions
need to occur in small doses and
information dispensed patiently by
the car guy. Unfortunately, I often
experience a kind of mind numbing
when subjected to lengthy and detailed technical/historical information
about British cars. I am not incapable
of understanding or bored, because
British cars are not at the top of my list
of interests. Gardening, photography,
scrapbooking, or my work talk about
microbiology is just as mind numbing
for my husband. It’s like we are speaking different languages.
So, the car parts need to be labeled
with information about what it is,
what car(s) it can be used on, condition, a price range, and whether or not
it is “rare” or “hard to find,” so when
these parts are up for sale, we do not
price them too low or mislabel them.
My husband has been sorting out his
stash of parts. He has a 6 foot x 12
foot closet in our finished basement.
Armed with sturdy plastic boxes,
labels, tags, permanent markers and
masking tape, Tony is slowly organizing his closet. He found items which
were duplicates and sold most at a
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British swap meet. Some items he had
forgotten about and some he forgot
what they were for! He sometimes
uses parts catalogs with diagrams as a
reference. He searches on the internet
and uses his large library of books
and resources from British car clubs.
This organization of car stuff is a good
winter project.
I have not even discussed the
literature and memorabilia – a notation in each book done in pencil? A list
which includes description and value?
A video or series of photos? Then, there
are the “tools.” Does “Wentworth”
ring any bells? An octagonal wrench?
Metric wrenches and socket sets? A
current appraisal of each car and a
list of contacts of where to sell items
would be useful. Donations to car museums is another possibility. Belonging
to local, state, and international car
clubs provides a resource and potential
places to advertise.
It is a daunting task, but it is something that needs to be done, as many
of us may not have knowledgeable
family members to take over and continue maintaining and driving these
cars. My husband and I have driven
MGs for years and I have helped him
countless times, but I do not feel competent to do any of the work on my
own. Nor is there any guarantee that
either of our daughters (who love the
MGs) will be able to keep and maintain
them years down the road.
We are always looking for innovative ways to record/label and safely
store car parts and memorabilia. These
ideas can apply to any kind of hobby
or collection that has monetary value.
The bottom line is that the legacy of
owning and appreciating vintage British cars is something that should be
carried on and not left to rust.
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Solid State Voltage Regulator Replacement
for Mechanical Points Style Regulator
Article and images provided By Scott Fureman, Hank’s Truck & Auto Electric

W

hen engine-driven vehicles
were developed, many were
magneto fired and no further
electrical system was required. As
time went on, electrical accessories
such as lamps were added. Now, a
battery was needed to power those
lamps. Wouldn’t an on-board charging system be nicer than removing
the battery to charge it? Thus was the
engine-driven generator born! The
earliest systems were very low power
and generally only used a “cut out” to
prevent the generator from drawing
power when the engine was driving
the generator at too low of a speed to
produce a charging voltage.
Electrical systems became more
power hungry, powerful generators were developed to maintain the
electrical loads and still provide a
charging voltage. It wasn’t long before
the generators required not just a coil
and point set for cut out, but a set to
control the voltage level as well. A
generator designed to produce acceptable charging voltage at low RPMs is
easily capable of producing 18+ volts at
higher engine revolutions.
As generators became more
powerful to supply vehicle loads, the
amperage output capabilities increased

to the point that
controlling output
voltage was no longer enough. In high
demand situations
(heavy electrical
load, low battery
charge, elevated
engine RPMs), the
generators can easily produce enough
heat (amps X volts
= watts/heat) to
self-destruct. Now a
third coil/point set
was added to limit
the output regardless of the voltage.
This technology was replaced in the
1960s as solid state components,
notably the diode, were developed that
allowed a change to alternators.
Fast forward 50-plus years: Vehicles using the old mechanical point
style regulators are still in service.
Tractors and other farm equipment
were built to work, endure abuse, and
tens of thousands are still in service all
over the globe. Automobiles and trucks
were built to last as well and are either
still in service, being immaculately
maintained or being restored. Because
the mechanical voltage regulators used
points, springs and moving parts, they
are prone to wear. Modern manufacturing methods and economies dictate
parts be produced in volume, tens of
thousands of each must be produced
at lower cost and justify retooling of
automated equipment. If production
volume is too low, component quality
must be sacrificed to meet target prices. If quality is sacrificed too much,
a substandard regulator is produced
that can over-charge, under-charge or
not cutout. Any of these scenarios will
damage your electrical system, causing
expensive damage.
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Working on electrical issues including rebuilding starters, generators,
alternators, fuel pumps, wiring etc. for
the club, local members approached
me to develop a transistorized voltage regulator for their vehicles. After
researching, and a few dead ends,
we found the perfect solution that
included voltage regulation as well as
current control. Our solid state circuit
replacement will restore OEM regulation characteristics with the benefit
of modern solid state technology. We
can convert your original points-style
voltage regulator to solid state, retaining the original appearance for show.
Generator-based charging systems can
be restored to like-new operation.
This voltage regulator is currently
available for 12-volt vehicles that have
been converted to negative ground
and utilize a B-type field circuit (most
British vehicles). Positive ground versions are in development as are 6-volt
and 8-volt models. Our solid state voltage regulator provides the following
benefits for your vehicle:

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

,,

Improved charge rate – voltage set
point ~14.5V as opposed to 13.1V
for original results in battery
charging and longer battery life
True temperature compensation
– Protects the battery from heat
related damage
True current control – Prevents
expensive damage to the generator that could be caused by low
batteries or high amperage draws.
Solid state – No moving parts or
points to wear and cause failure
Simple circuit using robust components that have been proven
in the harsh automotive environment. No unnecessary circuit
components required to support
digital circuit components.
12 month warranty against defects in parts or workmanship

There are some competitive
solutions on the market but we feel
ours is better. The competitive voltage
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regulators utilize digital designs and
hundreds of surface mounts (SMT)
circuit components. Our product is an
“old fashioned” analog circuit with
through-hole mounted components
(and only uses only 30 components).
All of our circuits are built by hand,
since robotic assembly techniques
are better suited to SMT components.
Our circuit paths and components are
tens, if not hundreds of times larger
than their SMT equivalents. This
allows more current to flow without
overheating the components or circuit
traces and without stressing fragile
components and solder joints. Some
sections of the regulator circuit can
see amperage flows of 10 amps, and it
is important to limit the resistances to
avoid excessive heating.
We warranty our regulator conversions for 12 months in normal use.
Pricing for the MG 9-post RF95 models
is $150.55. The 5-post RB106 conversion is priced at $90.42 (US Dollars).
Wholesale pricing is available for both
and will be discussed on a case by case
basis for restoration shops.
After ordering a replacement conversion voltage regulator via email or
telephone, the owner will ship us his
original regulator along with specific
information about the application and
a money order (we do not accept credit
cards at this time). We will disassemble
the voltage regulator down to the case.
We will then clean and buff the case
to the best appearance possible for
its original condition and install the
conversion circuit. When complete,
the converted voltage regulator will
be operated on our custom test stand
for a period of not less than one hour.
Upon completion of the test cycles the
voltage regulator will be packaged for
shipping, the invoice will be created,
and the completed regulator will be returned via prepaid USPS to the owner.
You can also contact us to rebuild or
repair any other auto electrical items.
For more information, call or email
Hank’s Truck & Auto Electric (352)
253-0020, (352) 343-0779, or hankstruckandautoelectric@gmail.com.
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University Motors Summer Party

Article and images provided By Robert Rushing

T

he 2015 UM Summer Party took place August 7-8 in Grand Rapids. The call
went out before the event that this might possibly be the last one ever since
there is so much competition with other shows and the amount of work
needed, but once things had settled and everyone realized just what a unique
and fun time this is, our gracious host John Twist said that maybe – just maybe –
he’ll hold it again in two or three years. Maybe…
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British V8 Indianapolis, Indiana

Article and images provided By Rick Ingram

H

osted by the Three Stooges
(Rick Ingram, Dave Kirkman,
and Pete Mantell), nearly one
hundred enthusiasts (from a combined
seventy three registrations) gathered
for the twentieth annual “BritishV8”
which was held in Indianapolis from
July 15-18, 2015. Participants began
arriving at the Clarion Waterfront on
Wednesday, driving in from Canada,
Michigan, New Jersey, Virginia, West
Virginia, New York, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Tennessee, Kentucky,
Georgia, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,
Missouri, Kansas,
Texas, Wisconsin,
and California.
A pizza party/
orientation night
(where thirty-five
pizzas were consumed) was held
at the hotel that
evening. The tradition of tire kicking and lie swapping
commenced in the parking lot immediately following orientation.
Thursday morning saw tech sessions being held in the parking lot.
Max Fulton gave
a presentation on
the functions of
a volt/ohm meter
and Jim Miller gave
a presentation on
how he mapped
out his Advance
Autowire loom
prior to installation
in his MGB. These
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sessions were followed by Dan Masters
and Steve Carrick (Advance Autowire)
discussing the products that they have
to offer.
After lunch, the group made a
short drive to the Ray Skillman Collector Car Showroom. This awesome
collection of cars (most available for
purchase) and automobilia is located
just eight miles south of I-465 on US31
South. Registrants realized that they
should have followed up on our suggestion of “drool cups” as soon as they
entered the showroom.
Thursday
evening we took
a chartered motor
coach from the
hotel to Downtown
Indianapolis where
attendees chose the
restaurant and/or
entertainment of
their choice. Many
of us went to The Slippery Noodle (the
oldest pub in Indiana) for supper and
a good blues band. And yes, upon our
return to the hotel, more lies and tire
kicking was experienced in the parking lot.
Friday morning representatives
from Meguires gave
a tech session on the
many products that
they have available.
Several attendees’
cars were given
free detailing by
the Meguires staff.
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Mantell Motorsport offered up
their portable
scales for fourcorner weights
of our cars before
the group of eighty-one enthusiasts
headed into Downtown Speedway for
lunch and a visit to the Dallara Indycar
Chassis Factory. Dallara is the supplier
of the carbon fiber body shells and
associated bodywork used in Indycar
racing. Visitors were treated to a short
film on the history of Dallara and
given a tour of the factory and garage
found onsite. They then tested their
driving skills on the Indianapolis Motor Speedway’s famous oval of bricks
on driving simulators located throughout the lobby.
Friday evening we ventured over
to the Union Jack Pub in Speedway for
a great pub meal and a few pints before
returning to the Clarion. Lie swapping
and tire kicking was briefly postponed
due to inclement weather (rain and
hail), but the party continued at poolside for our group!
Saturday morning seventy-three
of our group headed to the Indianapolis Motor Speedway for a museum and
grounds tour. We had seats on the first
three buses out that morning. We were
unable to tour the actual track as the
Richard Petty Driving Experience was
underway, but were able to tour the
Media Center, the tenth floor of the
Pagoda, and Gasoline Alley in addition
to the museum. The disappointment
of not taking a lap on the oval was offset by the sight and sound of NASCAR

students driving
on the track.
We spent a
couple of hours
at the Speedway
before heading
back to the hotel where Terry Senneker
and crew of FastCars, Inc provided a
tech session on their product line. Pete
Mantell had set up an autocross course
in the parking lot that several registrants took up to five runs on to test
their driving skills. One of the highlights of the autocross was when Jeb
Blanchard and Calvin Grannis took
a couple of veterans (who were also
meeting at the hotel) out for a couple
of runs. I do believe they had fun judging from the grins they had on their
faces at the end of the runs. “Veteran
Ralph” thanked us numerous times
throughout the day.
Saturday evening we gathered
in the hotel restaurant for a fantastic
buffet meal, some presentations, and
our infamous auction. Ted Lathrop
of FastCars and Dan LaGrou of D&D
Fabrications were recognized for their
contributions to the hobby over the
years. Jeb Blanchard performed a
bluesy song he wrote in honour of BritishV8 meets. It was a hoot. We roasted
a few attendees; we had a 50/50 raffle
drawing. And yet again, we raffled off
Jim Blackwood’s hat. For some reason,
he’s won it back every year. After the
Spurious V8 club members gathered
for a group photo, we adjourned to the
parking lot for…..more lies and kicking
of tires. Another BritishV8 had come to
a close; a good time was had by all.
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Moss Motorfest — Great Success!

Article and images provided By Moss Motors

For the first time since opening their facility in Petersburg, Virginia, Moss
Motors held a car show and celebration on June 6. Over 330 cars were in attendance with over 84 MGB/Cs! There were multiple NAMGBR members who
attended the show before making the trip to Niagara Falls for MG 2015.
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BCCC Donates MGB to Help Fund Tech School

Article and images provided By Jim Parker
The Post and Courier of Charleston, SC. Grand Strand British Car Club

C

all this the poignant story of a local car buff’s prized 1977 roadster
and the uplifting events that
would follow in the past year. Eugene
D. Foxworth III, a Marine veteran and
a stockbroker for 25 years, died in December 2013 at age 58. Known as Foxy,
his possessions included a Damask Red
MGB considered in good condition and
running well after an HS4 carb conversion. His wife, Cantey Foxworth, at one
point last year advertised the soft-top
for sale before agreeing to donate
the MGB for a [Grand Strand] British
Car Club of Charleston fundraiser. A
drawing raised $5,000 for new tools for
students at a Charleston County technical high school’s automotive classes.
“It’s nice to do something like this, that
makes a difference,” said Wray Lemke,
a British Car Club member who was
instrumental in coordinating the raffle
and channeling proceeds to Garrett
Academy of Technology’s auto classes.
Fundraising began in fall 2014
when the British Car Club started offering tickets for a chance to win the
38-year-old MGB. The club sold 100
stubs at its annual British Car Day show
last Oct. 25 in Mount Pleasant. Lemke
also posted the raffle opportunity on
MG’s online bulletin board. In all, 200
tickets were sold. A woman from the
Czech Republic bought 10 tickets, and
an interested party in France bought
one, he said. Not only did the raffle
bring enough funds to outfit automotive students with proper tools, at least
one student at the school, situated in a
lower income neighborhood in North
Charleston, was able to take part in a
statewide automotive-related competition, Lemke said. The MGB’s owner
until 2013, Foxworth rebuilt the motor
in the classic roadster and otherwise
took good care of it. Lemke said the
MGB had a “really good” interior. “He
loved that car.”

Maria Simons drew the winning ticket in
a raffle for a 1977 MGB. British Car Club
of Charleston sponsored the event, with
proceeds benefiting Gordon H. Garrett
Academy of Technology.

Gordon H. Garrett Academy of Technology, located in North Charleston, offers
automotive classes.

Mike Branch (right) heads Auto Collision
instruction which received money to buy
tools to be used by students. At far left is
Wray Lemke representing the British Car
Club of Charleston.
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MG Award: Meet & Greet Most Gregarious

Article and images provided By Samantha Lee, MG Owners Club of Northern California

Some of the photos Samantha collected. Below is the Meet & Greet book.

O

n the week of June 16-19, I
went to Rohnert Park for GOF
West. My dad and I drove to the
DoubleTree hotel and checked in. The
host gave me a chocolate chip cookie
and said they were free. So I got one
every day! Then I relaxed in the hotel
room. I got a registration bag that had
information for the week and an “MG”
(Meet and Greet) booklet. We had to
fill the book by meeting and greeting
people during the week. I would ask
them about their MGs and get their
signatures. The person who had the
most signatures would be rewarded as
the most gregarious (MG). My dad told
me that it would be a good idea to get
a lot of signatures. After that, my dad
and I went to the orientation and then
to dinner at Olive Garden with some
friends.
The next day we went out to the
Car Show. I went around, saw all the
cars, and started collecting signatures.
While I was getting signatures, I met
someone named Zelda Carolyn Davis.
She is the President of the Southern  California MG Club. She has a
white MGB and had driven all over
the United States. She had a map with
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all the cities she has
driven to. Zelda got the
Sacajawea Award for
the woman who drove
the furthest. We helped
her with her Facebook
page. I also got signatures from all the
people in the MGOC, even though I
already knew them.
The next day there was a rally
scheduled, however, my dad woke up
too late, and we missed it. He gave a
talk about social media. I got more
signatures at the talk. There was an
auction and two dinners. I was usually able to get a whole table to sign
my book. I collected signatures in the
lobby whenever anyone walked by. I
got to meet a lot of people.
On the last night I handed in my
MG booklet and met President Lawrie
Alexander. He told me I did a good
job. He called me up to give me an
award for completing my booklet. It
was an “MG” Award for Most Gregarious. Thanks to everyone who signed
my book. I had a great time meeting
everyone.
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Tech Talk
John Twist
Technical Coordinator
The MGB Driver

John,
My dad purchased a 1973 MG Midget
when he retired and gave it to my boys
with hopes to spend time with them.
Unfortunately, shortly after he retired
he started a new battle with cancer, one
he eventually lost. With that being said,
we finally broke out the MG and started
working on it. The car has a Weber carb
and other than that is completely original
65K miles. We put in a new battery,
cleaned the tank lines, and carburetor,
and she fires right up. It does have a few
bugs we are trying to figure out and your
YouTube videos help a ton.
I do have one problem in particular
that is kicking our butts and I was wondering if I could get your input. Car sitting
with the car off and the key out of the
ignition the charging light is lit about half
way. If I take the car out of gear the light
goes off. I put it back in gear and it lights
back up. When starting the car, with the
car in neutral, key in the ignition there is
no charging light on, when I turn the key
to the ON position the light lights up full
strength. When I start the car the light
goes off. Everything seems to work fine but
if I shut the car off and leave it in gear the
charging light drains the battery.

People in forums have told me it is a
bad Alternator/ Generator which didn’t
make much sense to me but I bought a
new one anyways which didn’t help. (It
seems like a grounding issue to me but
where?)
Plus, is there any literature that I
should buy as a must have for working on
a Midget? I have the Haynes Book. My
boys 18 and 16 get a kick out of driving
this car around the neighborhood.
Best regards, —Mark Taylor
Mark,
A seat belt interlock system was
fitted in 1973. That system prevented the car from starting unless
the seat belts were latched, and it
made a horrid squealing noise if you
tried to drive it without those belts
latched. There is a switch on the side
of the remote control on the gearbox
which goes continuous when the car
is in gear. I’m focused there.
Somehow, this seat belt system
is energized even though the key
is off. Examine the fusebox carefully. From the top down you have
1) Brown & Purple wires; 2) White
and Green Wires; 3) Red Wires; 4)
Red Wires. I suspect that something
else is connected to
the Brown/Purple
circuit. Sometimes
there is a brown/
purple wire connected to that top fuse –
disconnect it. Failing
all this, please send
me several close up
pictures of the fusebox so I can see the
wire colors.
There may
be some problem
behind the radio
console. How that
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purple circuit gets into the ignition
circuit is odd. Figure out which wire
is causing the problem. Then see
what the other wires operate (interior light, trunk light, horns, bright
light flasher, cigarette lighter), and
then give me a call. I can search the
wiring loom for the problem – but,
again, my guess is the problem is a
crossed circuit in the console.
John,
You were absolutely correct; it is
something in that circuit. I unhooked the
brown wire opposite of the three purple
wires on the fuse box and the light no
longer lights up with the key off. I assume
the brown wire is the supply to the fuse
and the purple wires go to the accessories?
Should I start by unhooking the purple
wires one at a time to further determine
which circuit it is? I think one of the purple
wires goes to the horn, I unplugged the
purple wire under the steering wheel and
the light still comes on so I assume the
horn wiring and switches are OK.
Thanks again for your help. I cannot
find anyone here in Utah with any knowledge of MGs.
Thanks again for your help, —Mark
Anytime Mark!
John,
I am assuming the .7 ohms on the TC
Dynamo is correct. I could be wrong; however, I ran the test a few times on both the
TC and my MGA and got the same results.
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Prior to our conversation, I had considered
hooking up the A’s regulator to the TC.
Based on the latest test results that would
not have been a good idea, I called the Co.
who did the work on the TC’s Dynamo.
They were surprised at the reading. They
indicated they had not tested the ohms
but did test the amp reading and got 1.5.
They offered to replace the field coils but
would like me to purchase them.
—Dan Asbury
Dan,
The field coils should be about
seven ohms. Are you certain that the
0.7 ohms you read for the TC is on
the correct scale? If, in fact, it IS 0.7
ohms, then that is a good reason that
the dynamo is not acting correctly.
Have your electrical shop check it
again. You can probably re-wrap the
field coils with PVC tape and take
care of that short. Of course, it’s
easier if the shop does it for you!
John,
I’ve been having a problem with my
1976 Midget shutting off after about a
15 or 20 mile drive. When I have it towed
home and wait about two hours it starts
right up. It doesn’t appear to be overheating. I have replaced the coil, distributor,
spark plugs and wires, as well as the fuel
pump and filter. —Bob Stubbs
Bob,
You are losing either gas or
spark. Drive it again until it shuts
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down and immediately check for spark
and for gas. Check
for spark by holding
the spark plug wire
about 1/4” to 1/2”
away from the
plug or something
metallic and spin
the engine over.
You should get a
nice, crisp spark.
Check for fuel by
removing the fuel
line from the carb,
placing it into a can
or bottle, and spin the engine over
(there is a mechanical pump). You
will either get gasoline or not. From
these tests you can determine what
you’re losing. Write me again and
we’ll then take it to the next step.
Also, Glenn Lenhard of Glenn’s
MGs suggests that you check the
fuel tank. He said he once had a
Midget come in that the customer
had installed three fuel pumps and
wanted to know if he had a “better”
pump. When he pulled his tank, the
entire top of the tank had crumbled
and was inside the tank in powdered
form.
John,
I just ran it in the drive way for about
30 minutes and it shut off. I removed
the gas cap to see if it was vapor locked,
it wasn’t. I check the spark and it was
good. I removed fuel line at carb, no gas.
Removed fuel line to pump and had gas
there. Removed fuel pump and it seems
to be working, definitely pumping air but
for some reason it wouldn’t pump the gas
through. The screen in it is clean. Can the
heat somehow cause this?
Thanks again for all your help! —Bob
Bob,
The fuel line runs above the
gearbox. Sometimes the heat there
will boil the gasoline and you get
a true vapor lock – that is, the fuel
is boiling before the pump so the
pump cannot move any fuel. Move
the fuel line from the top of the
gearbox – use a long length of 5/16”
Gates “Green” hose – maybe even
encase that in a length of larger fuel

line. That should sort it out.
John,
Great job on all your YouTube videos!
Being new to the MG world they have
been extremely helpful. I have a 1980
MGB, with a Weber down draft carb. I
am trying to find that little metal pipe
that connects the lower radiator hose to a
rubber hose that runs through the intake,
and eventually ends up in the heater box.
The pipe does not show in any parts break
downs I look at. Was this a weekend warrior fix or does it belong there? If it does
belong, what is it called, and where can I
find one; if it does not belong, any suggestions for replacing it?
Thank you I advance for your time.
—Dave
  
Dave,
That pipe is available although
it has an outlet that must be
capped. Sometimes we make up
something from copper pipe and
then paint it black. Or, you can make
up a reducer from copper fittings
and just run a 1/2” piece of heater
hose from the heater outlet to the
rad hose. The original pipe is not
very handy in this application as
there’s no place to easily position it.
Hi John,
I have a 1973 MGB that I just installed the choke cable on. I had to remove
the glove box and vent system to get to the
cable. The problem is re-installing and
securing the vents to the dashboard. Did
you ever make a video of this operation or
is there a trick to securing the face of the
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vent cover to the dash?
Help! I can’t stand to see this cavern
in my dash any longer. Thanks for any
words of wisdom you can offer, this is my
first car i purchased and i kept it for all
these years she’s my baby!
—Bob Pirla

and no gas is going to rear carb while car
is on. Don’t know why fuel isn’t reaching
rear carb. It’s a 1972 MGB with HIF carbs.
Spark and timing not an issue replaced all
the ignition side. Please help! Thanks,
—Ryan Clementz

Bob,
Next time, remove the air control
beneath the choke cable (you’ll need
a pick and a 5/8” socket) to gain access to the choke cable. I apologize
for not being able to tell you how
to attach those vents. It seems to
me that there are push nuts holding it in place – are the studs still
there? When all else fails, smear a
little black silicone goo around the
back of the vents, push them into
place, and allow them to dry.

Ryan,
I suspect there is no fuel to the
front carburetor, either, although
you don’t mention that. There is a
passageway in the front carb that
feeds fuel to the outlet on the rear
side. I suppose something could
be in there, blocking it off, but I’ve
never seen that before. More likely
the whole fuel supply is faulty – and
it’s the rear carb that runs out of fuel
first. You should be able to run a
wire through that passageway on the
front carb.

Hey John,
I cannot figure out why my rear carb
is not receiving fuel. Drive for a while and
the car begins to stumble and backfires. I
removed carbs cleaned them and problem
continued after driving for 20-15 min. I
then removed the fuel line between carbs

John,
You were kind enough to look at the
head on my white 73B roadster at the
show field in Niagara in June. You had
been talking with Norm from Brit Bits in
New Hampshire when you got a call on
your cell phone from one of your custom-
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ers, and a past show
winner, who was
broken down en-route
to the fields. When
you were done talking
with him I asked if you
would look at the head.
We walked over to the
end of the field where
my car was parked and
you took a look.
You had mentioned in the rolling
tune-ups the day
before that a track of
coolant running down at the #2 spark
plug was an indication of a cracked head
caused by the non-oversided head bolt
hole. The ring around the bolt hole in the
gasket had no place to expand and you felt
that was causing heads to occasionally
crack at that location. I wanted to know if
you thought that was what had occurred
on my rebuilt engine (my own amateur rebuild) which had gone about 2500 miles.
You took a look and explained that it was
the typical symptom of a cracked head due
to the gasket bunching up around the bolt.
Well I am happy to report that in this
instance you were in error. I say this in no
way as a criticism or condemnation but
rather just to let you know what turned
out to be the problem. As is with just
about everyone in the LBC world I hold
you in the highest regard and prostrate myself at your feet as the ultimate MG guru.
As to the misdiagnosis in this case
you didn’t have all the facts…and neither
did I. It turns out the thermostat gasket
was leaking and I hadn’t noticed. The
coolant was riding along the top edge of
the head and dropping
down coincidentally
right at the #2 spark
plug. When I got home
and started looking at
things more closely I
discovered that leak. It
wasn’t too bad so I just
put off dealing with
it for about a month
while I began to look
into how to deal with
the head. I eventually
got around to ordering

a new gasket and then it sat on the shelf
for a few more weeks.   During that time I
noticed the leak at the thermostat gasket
was getting worse and coincidentally so
was the line of coolant at #2 spark plug.
Then the thermostat gasket leak got real
bad and again there was an increase at
#2 spark plug. I finally realized what
was likely happening and did the gasket
replacement.
Since replacing the thermostat gasket
about three weeks ago there has been
no sign of coolant at #2 spark plug. As
such, I’m now confident that it was the
gasket that was giving the appearance of a
cracked head as vs. the real thing.
I’m writing because I think you might
find this interesting information. I suspect
you already check for this type of issue
when you see a leak on a head in the shop
vs. a quick look see at a car during a show.
However just in case I thought I’d take the
time to write.
Thank you for all you do for all of us
interested in LBCs. I for one have learned
huge amounts from you and your videos.
—B.H. (Bernie) Davis
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Bernie,
You are in luck! It’s good that you
looked this over more carefully than
I did! It is my belief that since the
hole in the cylinder head between
the #2 and #3 plugs is only 3/8” that
the bunched gasket has no place to
go and the head is pulled down on
either end because of it. This makes
sense to me but I’m waiting for someone else to provide another answer.
   
John,
The side windows in my ‘70 MGB
roadster are very difficult to put up and
down. The flex felt window glass channels are relatively new and are in great
shape. I have generously lubed each joint
and hinge of the lift mechanism with
lithium grease, and I have lubed the glass
channels with spray silicone. I drilled a
small hole in the top of the circular cover
over the regulator and injected white
lithium grease, and I have loosened and
adjusted the window channel retaining
bolts. All of this has been to no avail and
had very little effect. Got any ideas?
—William Sendelback
William,
We are nearly always successful
oiling up the linkages as you’ve described. Sometimes I’ll run oil down
the felt, although with fresh felt this
may cause the felt to swell from the
addition of the oil and make it more
difficult. We bite the window hex
flange with vise-grips to make winding it easier, then roll it up and down
fifty times or so while oiling every
pivot point. If this fails, then loosen
and finally remove the rear track
and see if the restriction comes from
that. I have no ideas for thinner felt
or even how to work the felt to make
it thinner – but the first step is to
find the source of friction. This isn’t
much, but I hope it helps a little.
Hello John,
I have a ‘69 MGC which had no brake
boosters when I purchased it. I have been
told that the original C master cylinder
has been replaced by a non-boosted unit
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from an MGB. I have been running it with
no boosters and, although the pedal pressure is somewhat high, the brakes work
fine. My questions are: 1. Is there a singlebooster system that I can adapt to my car
rather than spending the $1,000 it would
take to purchase and install two rebuilt
C boosters or the Lockheed replacement
units? Also, I read somewhere that the UK
editions of the C had a single booster. Is
that the case? 2. Is there a problem staying
with the non-boosted setup I have now?
Thanks for any input you can provide.
—Bill Jones
Bill,

There are three methods of
achieving good brakes in an MGC:
the original setup; a 1968-1974 MGB
master cylinder; and a 1976-1980
master cylinder w/booster. The last
option requires different air cleaners
on the MGC. There is nothing wrong
with the MGB master cylinder setup
and in the installations I’ve seen it
works well. The UK spec MGCs had
single circuit brakes (hence a single
servo). You want dual circuit brakes,
for sure.
Hi John,
I purchased a horn push and it has
cleaned up nicely. I need to check the horn
wiring but can’t find out how to remove
the contact brush. It is a 1965 Midget.
The brush is at the end of the steering
column within a brass cup and is spring
loaded. I am trying not to break it! Kind
regards, —Brian Ablett
Brian,
I have never removed that horn
brush before. The brass ring is
wedged around the steering column
on an insulating piece – and must
be soldered to a flexible wire. That
is only an intermediate piece – the
horn push makes an earth connection with the column, the brush
which wipes on the brass piece runs
to the horns (purple/black). As long
as there is continuity between the
push and the brass ring, you are OK.
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Dear Mr. Twist,
Apologies for the intrusion, but I need
your suggestion on the above problem. I
have a 1980 MGB, fully restored – runs
like a champ with no major issues, just
the usual annoying little things – but
that’s part of the fun, isn’t it? Recently
had a new clutch installed, necessitating
dropping the engine, That’s all done and
everything is fine, but they used a piece
of new rubber hose for the pressure gauge
from the block to the sensor. It blew within
three days – fortunately, within 100 yards
of my house. I just quickly turned around
and parked in the garage without causing
any problems I found that the hose clamp
had bitten into the rubber, thus cutting it.
Subsequent engine vibration, heat, and
the inherent weakness of a “rubber” hose,
caused it to simply fail. I bought a new
piece of thicker rubber hose and new hose
clamps. I did not over tighten clamp and
made sure that the metal did not turn into
hose when tightening, but that too failed
yesterday. Again, fortunately, 100 yards
from the house (lucky I guess!). Clearly,
rubber hoses and hose clamps won’t do
the trick and I’ll inevitably run out of luck
sooner or later! So, what to do? A permanent metal pipe probably won’t do the
trick – the engine vibration will eventually
cause a failure. Figured I need to install
“metal” braided hose of some kind. Stuff
I’ve been reading about on forums suggest
that could be an issue too with badly
manufactured hoses, failure at the joint to
the nut, etc.
I know you’re a busy man, and I’m
sorry to intrude, but I would really appreciate your input.
Thanks and regards,
—Mark Newdick

the major suppliers – both with the
end breaking when tightened and
the hose blowing off the fittings – so
when you order, ask the supplier directly if this problem has been solved
with the line you are ordering! You
can also have a line made by any
hydraulic hose company – you probably have one in your locale.
Hello John,
This is Steve Sam and I’m a member
of the MG Car Club of Toronto. It was
good to see you at the recent MG 2015
event in Niagara Falls although my stay
was curtailed to 1-1/2 days due to a
family emergency and therefore unable
to meet you to ask the following question:
Have you come across any MGs with a
train horn? I have a ‘65 MGB with regular
two trumpet air horn but would like to
install a much louder train horn having
heard one on an ‘85 El Dorado. If yes, can
you recommend any brand and/or offer
any advice/comments on this?
Thanks and regards, —Steve Sam
Steve,
My visit to Niagara was too short
also. That was a really nice venue.
Any horn is better than no horn,
but air horns are really nice on an
MG. They instantly grab everyone’s
attention. The early Lucas Windtone
horns, especially when a High note
and Low note are used, makes the
distinctive MG horn sound – and
that’s pretty loud. A train horn? Oh
boy!
One of my guys here has a train

Mark,
You want to
purchase a proper
hose for this application as any
“normal” rubber
hose will not hold
the pressure (85 psi
or so). There have
been problems with
the oil hoses from
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horn he purchased at
a yard sale for $10 or
something. Connected
to line pressure at
the shop it wakes up
the whole neighborhood! I’d think you’d
need an air tank in
reserve to run a horn
like that since the little
rotary compressors
for the more modern
air horns wouldn’t
be able to deliver the
pressure and volume
necessary. So, I have no
experience doing this. If you do fit
one, please take a YouTube video of
it in use, especially near the railroad
crossings!
Hello,
I have an 80 MGB with the 4-synchro
gearbox, LH Blueplate Overdrive. I’ve
removed the motor to replace the clutch
components and noticed the clutch fork
has a decent amount of slack where it
pivots. The rotating action is OK, but the
slack is where the fork fits between the two
tabs protruding from the front gearbox
cover. I can shift the fork for about 8 full
degrees of movement. Was wondering if
this is normal or if I’m missing something?
Thanks in advance, —Russ Blasko
Russ,
You want to change the release
bearing bolt and bushing. Drive the
new bushing into the fork using the
new bolt (which will drive the old
bushing out). Use a new nylock – or
– smack the existing nylock with a
hammer to squeeze the nylon so it
will continue to provide restriction
to turn. Even with a new bolt and
bushing there will be some movement – but probably not as much as
you have now.
When we replace a clutch we
usually change gearbox mounts,
engine mounts, the three clutch
components (disc, cover, release
bearing), sometimes the spigot bush,
the release bearing fork bolt and
bushing, as well as the three components in the hydraulics (master, slave,
and slave hose).
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Hello John,
I knew you some 40 odd years
ago. The first car I purchased was a 1965
MGB for which my father and I rebuilt the
motor with the engine still in the car. Since
then I have owned seven MGBs and
recently purchased a wonderful 1974 blue
MGB/GT. The ’74 is a steel bumper car
and is absolutely rust free. I had a pretty
much miserable drive in it from Albuquerque, New Mexico to El Paso, Texas in midAugust. My poor wife was on the sunny
side of the car as we drove it for 4 and 1/2
hours in the 100+ afternoon heat, but
the car never faltered; oil pressure stayed
at about 50 lbs, and as long as the rpms
stayed under 3200 the water temp did not
edge close to the danger zone.
The point of all of this rattling on is to
ask if I can install an overdrive unit to the
back of my transmission without removing the transmission from the car. I read
somewhere that there is no need to shorten
the driveshaft; is this true? I would like to
be able to drive the car at more than 58-60
mph; especially here in Texas.
Thanks for your time,
—David K. Mestemaker
       
David,
Forty years is shy by about a
third! When my sister Alison and
I had our tonsils and adenoids
removed by Tazelaar at Oaklawn
Hospital, you were there in the room
on the second floor, too. I remember
your Dad coming to visit you. I was
probably about five. That was about
60 years ago! I was totally unaware
that you and your dad worked on so
many MGs (or I’ve forgotten). My
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mechanical experience with your
Dad was bringing him an occasional
watch or clock when he worked at
Belford’s. I didn’t remember that
Randy Brown had a TD. My first experience with MGs was riding around
with John Begg in his MGA. Doc
Begg purchased an MGA because
Chip Hart, who lived behind the
Begg house on North Madison, had a
TD. Sometime in the summer of 1965
John and I visited Jack Darling’s shop
on Capital Avenue in Battle Creek
to get his carbs adjusted. That’s my
first recollection of seeing a TD – it
was an epiphany! Jack worked out of
the back of Lautenslager-Lipsey, just
east of the Bogar Theater in Marshall
by the early 70’s – I remember him
there, welding up the floorpan of
Jack Sherman’s Jag.
Overdrive is a wonderful option. I have one in my late wife’s 1973
MGB/GT. However, the overdrive is
a complete unit. While it shares the
main case and gears, the mainshaft
is very different. It is not possible to
simply “fit” an overdrive to an existing box. You must find a complete
overdrive gearbox. From there the
installation is straightforward. The
driveshaft is the same length. The
speedo cable is longer. There is a
lockout switch for 3rd/4th or just
4th, depending on the box, which is
the least accessible electrical component in the vehicle. Make certain
you install a new switch and test it
twenty times (to make certain it is
continuous in 3rd/4th and that it’s

not continuous all
the time). When you
search for an OD, find
one with a side-fill
option (rather than the
dipstick!). This will
require a change in the
speedo to a 1000 tpm
unit (you now have
a 1280) – or – changing the gears in the
overdrive to spin the
speedo cable at 1280
rpm.
P.S. Was it Randy
Brown’s MG TD that
you first rode in? I thought his was a
red one however.   
John,
I just purchased this 1977 MGB it has
had the distributer changed over to solid
state and the carb rebuilt about a year ago
according to the previous owner. Problem
it won’t idle properly. I’ve rebuilt the carb
again and it never seems to return to the
same rpm spot on the idle and seems to
run to rich even with the diaphragm needle backed way out also the choke works
fine. Short of dynamite any suggestions?
—Elden Bell
Elden,
You have to start at the beginning – emissions, as great or as slight
as they are; then engine, then ignition, then fuel. I’ve sent you a tuneup sheet that we use for Stromberg
MGBs. Set the timing at 32 BTDC at
full mechanical advance, vacuum
disconnected, to ensure the correct
timing. Timing is CRITICAL. Most
carb problems are timing problems.
Separate the choke from the carb
(three copper colored slotted screws)
and let it dangle. If it’s now possible
to adjust the carb then the choke is
the problem. If the carb still won’t
adjust, then the carb is the problem.
Send me a dozen detail pictures
of the under bonnet lines and wiring
and then call me during tech time tomorrow. I’ll look at each picture with
you to point out problems or errors.

Reminder: John Twist will be pleased to answer your technical query; you can e-mail
him at johntwist@universitymotorsltd.com or call during his technical hour of 1-2pm
Eastern, Monday-Friday.
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Registrars of NAMGBR
MGB Registrar
Jack Long • (410) 450-1385

Original Owner Registrar
Bill Hawkins • (919) 676-8888

343 Spencela Parkway
Forest Hill, MD 21050
mgb@namgbr.net

2301 Kendricks Court
Raleigh, NC 27613
original@namgbr.net

MGB LE Registrar
Ken Smith •

Hammer & Tongs Registrar
Phil Smith •

PO Box 8645
Goleta, CA 93111
mgble@namgbr.net

MC3955, UCHC, 263 Farmington Ave,
Farmington, CT 06030
hammertongs@namgbr.net

Early Midget/Sprite Registrar
Bruce Hamper • (314) 822-4831

Post Abingdon Registrar
Mark Jones • (519) 862-3763

132 Wildwood Lane
Kirkwood, MO 63122
midget-sprite@namgbr.net

P.O. Box 1203, 510 Albert Blvd.
Corunna, Ontario, NON 1GO Canada
postabingdon@namgbr.net

1500 Midget Registrar
Steve Olson • (816) 452-3540

Next Generation Registrar
Alex Mantell • 217-552-6033

3540 North Kenwood
Kansas City, MO 64116-2792
1500midget@namgbr.net

2147 CR 1100 N
Sidney, IL 61877
mantellalex@yahoo.com

1974½ MGB Registrar
Dennis Taylor •

5941 Rounder Lane
Holly Springs, NC 27540
1974.5MGB@namgbr.net

MGB V8 Registrar
Modified Registrar
Mike Grieco • (308) 452-3090

519 Grand Avenue
Ravenna, Nebraska 68869
mgbv8@namgbr.net

Pull-Handle MGB Registrar
Lloyd Faust •
704 Timber Lake Circle
Southlake, TX 76092-7248
pullhandle@namgbr.net

MG 1100/1300 Registrar
Bill Fox •

998 Northwestern Ave
Fairview Heights, IL 62208
1100-1300@namgbr.net

MGC Registrar
John Rogers • (530) 432-9595
18251 Starduster Dr.
Nevada City Ca. 95959
mgc@namgbr.net

100,000 Mile Registrar
Jai Deagan • (517) 295-3599
11825 Columbia Highway
Eaton Rapids, MI 48827
100kmile@namgbr.net
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Sell • Seek • Swap!

Ads here are FREE to NAMGBR members in good standing — please, no business or commercial
ads. Send ad copy with name, address, phone number and membership number to mgslime@swbell.net or 5444 Sutherland Ave., St. Louis, MO 63109. Ads only accepted in writing and may be
edited for content. • Business or other ads by arrangement with Charles de Bourbon, Advertising
Coordinator (see inside front cover.) Ads run for two issues, space allowing. The Register retains the
right to refuse any ad it deems unacceptable. The originating state is shown at the end of each ad.

CARS FOR SALE
1970 MGB – White, all original body, engine is
unusual (2.0L, hi-compression head, Japanese carb).
New head and distributor in 2014. Under dash and
steering column could use some work. Winter storage
unit. New top. Roll bar. $6000; Tom Clifford,
tjclifford@yahoo.com MI
050515
1966 and 1977 MG Midgets – titled project

cars for restoration. $500 for both. Cars are in midWillamette Valley and can be delivered within 200
miles. Cars are 95% complete. Will consider selling
individually. Stew Cleave (503) 932-8794 or cleavefamily@comcast.net OR
050615

1980 MGB LE – Black with the Champagne (tan)

interior. The Champagne Interior was discontinued
in 6/80 and the manufacture of all MGs ended in
10/1980. This car was made in February of 1980. It
runs perfectly. The hot oil pressure is 75 lbs. The
overdrive is smooth and flawless. The only items to
change from new are the five tires, battery, water
pump, hoses, heater valve and oil line from the block
to the pressure gauge. This low mileage car, 4,100
original miles, will give you years of worry free
service. $16,500; Email lon1950@me.com or call
515-225-2730 IA
		
060715

1977 MGB – BRG, 55k miles, 15k on rebuilt

engine; full body restoration plus a lot of upgrades in
the last four years. Excellent top and interior; garaged
year round. $8000; Lisa Kelley (248) 701-6227 or
tikijudy@comcast.net MI
060715

1979 MGB – Brooklands Green, black interior.

Garaged, excellent condition. Clutch master cylinder
recently replaced and serviced regularly since purchased in 1998. Included, spare Zenith Stromberg
carburetor, interior spares, service and maintenance
parts, supplies, and misc. fasteners. Maintained by
mechanic with 45 years experience with MG cars.
Information; NAMGBR registration: 8-3768. Build
date: 10-78. 64K miles on odometer thought to be
correct. $8500.00 obo.
Jim Pendleton, (573) 696-3551,
jependleton@hotmail.com. MO
091015

1971 MGB/GT V8 Conversion – 3.5 Rover V-8 w/a

Borg Warner T-35 AUTOMATIC transmission, a BeCool radiator, Ford Mustang rear axle w/ 2.78 ratio,
a 1977 – 1980 MG dash w/Golden Oldies Auto Meter
gauges, Fiero seats, Konig 16x7 wheels w/ new tyres,
Flowmaster mufflers w/ SS exhaust, RV8 bonnet, and
14200 miles since rebuild. Plus many extra parts. Bob
Forsblom, Columbus, Ohio, (614) 378-8153, Forsblom@wideopenwest.com. $6500.00. OH
091015

Selling or Buying an MG?

1953 MGTD – Jaguar Blue over Butterscotch

leather hides with tan canvas soft top and matching
side curtains; number’s matching. Earlier total professional restoration - recent refurbishments include new
stainless steel exhaust system, battery, electronic fuel
pump, brakes, and more. $21,000 Dave Osborn, (401)
965-4485 email for more pictures
111215
sugarloaf hill@verizon.net RI

1979 MGB - One owner for past 30 years;

Ex-Leyland and Nisonger executive’s car.
New everything – nothing needed – a sure show winner. $12,500. Call Jay Marquess for more info.
(203) 367-1089 or (203) 394-8010 (Cell) CT
111215

1971 MGB - Red/Black – exceptional car, wire

wheels, completely assessed and vetted, rust free, and
ready to drive with confidence. New in the last 200
miles: chrome wire wheels, tires, hubs, tune-up, all
hydraulics, starter, batter, alternator, rear brakes, master cylinder, wheel bearings, and heater valve. $7500.
Steve Day, (509) 662-5374,
britishcarranch@hotmail.com WA
111215

1979 MGB - One owner for past 30 years;

Ex-Leyland and Nisonger executive’s car.
New everything – nothing needed – a sure show winner. $12,500. Call Jay Marquess for more info.
(203) 367-1089 or (203) 394-8010 (Cell) CT
111215

WANTED
Wanted 1967 or older MGB roadster (or

Canadian 1968 MGB with metal dash). Looking for a
preserved or restored example or a blend of the two.
Would consider a stalled restoration. I would prefer
a car that has been kept or redone as original-spec or
close to it. Don Scott - tartanredmgb@gmail.com
or call (707) 942-0546 CA
050613

PARTS FOR SALE
Windshield for a MG Midget/Sprite - New

Chrome plating on frame with new glass installed
$795.00 plus shipping. Also, many other parts for a
MGB available after the rebuild of my last B. Contact
Roger at (763) 420-8159 or rljlolson@embarqmail.
com MN
050615

Early 1970s MGB engine with overdrive
transmission - Engine has less than 35,000 miles

on it. Runs and has 70+ oil pressure $2,500 Allen Lee,
(217) 382-5570 or chickory@fairpoint.net IL
050615

MGB side fill transmission w/ an LH overdrive. Completely rebuilt, guaranteed for one year.

Sale price $1800.00 firm, plus shipping etc. Bob
Forsblom, Columbus, Ohio, (614) 378-8153, Forsblom@wideopenwest.com. OH
091015

MGB Parts - MGB 5-main bearing engine -18GB/
UH/3142; needs rebuild, long block $100; 1973

Take advantage of NAMGBR’s Buy/Sell/Trade Classifieds
on our website: www.NAMGBR.org/classified A great way AMCO hardtop $500, 1973 Smog pump and related
parts $100; Dave Ring (580) 382-1050 or
to find or sell that hard-to-find part or that next project.

pistonring1@hotmail.com
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Where 2 ‘B

Please check for up-to-date information before departing to the meet. The Register encourages local
groups and clubs to submit their MG events to MG Driver. Information must include date, location,
and contact phone number. Please submit events at least 3 months in advance to The MG Driver
Editor, 2530 Clifton Ave, St. Louis, MO 63139 or e-mail editor@namgbr.net and post your event
on our website; www.namgbr.org/events

MAJOR NORTH AMERICAN MG EVENTS FOR 2015
• Oct 24............British Car Show, Safety Harbor, FL • www.tbahc.com
• Oct 24............British Car Show, Fairhope, AL • www.sabcc.org
• Oct 24............British Car Show, Safety Harbor, FL • www.tbahc.com

2016
• Feb 28............British Car Show, Boca Raton, FL • www.goldcoastbritcar.com
• Mar 19...........British Car Show, New Orleans, LA • www.bmcno.com
• April 17..........British Swap Meet, Chicago, IL • www.chicagolandmg.com
• April 29-30.....North Meets South 2016 Santa Ynez Valley.CA • gvanhouter@msn.com
• May 8-11........ British V8, Townsend, TN • www.britishv8.org
• June 5............British by the Sea, Waterford, CT • www.ctmgclub.com
• June 15-18 .....MG 2016, Louisville, KY • www.mg2016.com
• Sept 15-18......British Car Show & NAMGBR Regional, Dillard, GA
• www.peachtreemg.com

In 1930 a river cruise from Louisville, Kentucky was always a full occupancy experience.
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Address Service Requested

NORTH AMERICAN MGB REGISTER
P. O. Box 876
Downers Grove, Illinois 60515-0876

